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NUCLEAR REACTION STUDIES 

ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION MEASUREMENTS 
IN HEAVY -ION-INDUCED REACTIONS AND SCATTERING 

Homer E. Conzett, Jose Gonzalez- Vidal, Jonas Alster, and Leon Petrakis 

A 10-inch-diameter scattering chamber has been constructed for use 
at the heavy-ion linear accelerator. Designed for general use in determinations 
of angular distributions of reaction-produced ana scattered particles, the 
chamber makes scattering angles from 0° to 160° available to the experi
menters. Associated detectors and electronic equipment are similar to those 
used in the experiments at the 60-inch cyclotron. 

12 
Preliminary investigations of heavy-ion-induced reactions, e. g. 

Al + C , have resulted in the identification ofcprotons, deuterons, tritons, 
and alpha particles among the reaction products. Studies of the angular and 

. energy distributions of these particles should provide information on the 
reaction mechanisms involved, and possibly on other nuclear p!OC:Jperties such 

. as level densities. 

An experiment has been started to measure the angular distributions 
<.1f heavy ions scattered elastically from various target nuclei throughout the 
periodic table. Because of the short mean free path of the incident heavy ion 
in nuclear matter, a semiclassical "sharp cutoff" model 1 has been very 
successful in analyzing such data. 2 At the energies of heavy ions .available 
here it seems feasible, through this analysis, to determine radii of inter
action between the colliding nuclei to an arc;~racy of 1 to 2o/o; thus if should 

' be possible to look for variations in the A I ·dependence of nuclear radii on 
atomic mass number. 

1 
J. S. Blair, Phys. Rev. 108, 827 (1957) . 

2 ' 
E. Goldberg .and H. L. Reynolds, Phys. Rev. 112, 1981 (1958). 
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NUCLEAR REACTIONS IN CARBON AND FLUORINE 

Bernard G. Harvey and-Joseph Cerny 

Preliminary measurements have been made .of the energy spectra ... 
a~~ angular distributions of deuterons and tritons from the nuclear reactions ,•, 
C (a., d)N14 and F19(a., t)Ne 20. The targets (graphite and Teflon respectively) 
were bombarded with 48-Mev helium ions from the 60-inch cyclotron, and the 
charged particles produced by the reactions were identified by means of the ,. 
"E dE/dx" particle identifier. Energy spectra with a resolution of about 3% 
{full width at half maximum) were recorded with a Penco 100-channel pulse-
height analyzer. Typical spectra are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The triton 
group corresponding to the formation of the ground state of Ne 20 is present in 
very low abundance at all angles of observation. 

Such angular distribution studies have been made for a large number 
of {d, p), (d, n), and (a., p) reactions, but relatively infrequently for (a., d) and 
(a., t) reactions. It is still uncertain tq what extent the results can be explained 
by a simple stripping reaction theory. ~ In some cases a well-defined diffraction 
pattern is observed; in others, the angular distribution shows no structure 
at all. · 

GAMMA RAYS FROM NUCLEAR REACTIONS 

Bernard .G. Harvey and James F. Mollenauer 

The compound nuclei formed by heavy ions may have angular momenta 
as high as 100 units. During the decay of the compound nucleus by the 
evaporation of nucleons (mainly neutrons), only a s.mall fraction of this angular 
momentum is likely to be lost. The residual nucleus may thus arrive at an 
excitation energy which is still high enough to evaporate another nucleon, but 
it may be unable to do so because of the lack of low-lying levels of extremely 
high spin. If the centrifugal barrier inhibits evaporation of a nucleon with a 
high i. value, then y-ray de-excitation may be able to compete. 

'-

It might therefore be expected that, in such cases, the nuclear reaction 
would be accompanied by a very rich yield of low-energy y-ray photons. 

Equipment has been built to study the y-ray yield and energy spectrum. 
That a beam particle was stopped by the target foil is shown by the appearance 
of counts in the two argon scintillation counters and the al;>sence of a count in 
the plastic scintillator. The spectrum of y- rays in coincidence with such an 
event will be studied with a 3.><3-in. Nai(Tl) crystal and photomultiplier. 

In preliminary runs with 48-Mev helium ions at the Crocker Laboratory 
60-inch cyclotron, it has not yet been possible to make all the equipment work 
simultaneously. · 

ri 
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FISSION CROSS SECTIONS. AND ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS 
IN HEAVY -ION BOMBARDMENTS OF RHENIUM 

John T. Gilmore and Stanley G. Thompson 

Phbtographic-emulsions techniques have been utilized to study fission 
cross sections and angular distributions in the nitrogen-ion bombardment of 
the separatedisotopes, Rel85 and Rel87. The scattering chamber of Goldberg 
and Reynolds 1 was modified to permi't detection of fission fragments recoiling 
from the target at angles from 60° to 173° with respect to the beam. Following 
transformation of data into the center-of-mass system, angular distributions 
were integrated to obtain total fission cross sections. Fission-fragments 
anisotropies W(l80°)/W(90°) of from 3.0 to 3. 5 have been measured for 
bombardments of rhenium targets with nitrogen ions of energies from 100 to 
140 Mev. The angular-distribution data will be analyzed further in an effort 

·to learn the disposition of input angular momentum. 

Experiments have also been carried out to determine optimum 
emulsion type and development conditions for detection of fission fragments 
in the presence of nitrogen and lighter ions. It was found that in Ilford K. 2 
emulsion developed in p-aminophenol developer, 6-Mev alpha-particle tracks 
are not recorded, and good discrimination is obtained between fission fragments 
and heavy ions . 

1 
GoldbergandReynolds, Phys. Rev. 112; 1981 (1958). 
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SEARCH FOR TERNARY FISSION 
INDUCED BY c 12 ION INTERACTIONS WITH u 238 

Eldon Haines, M. Luis. Muga and Stanley G. Thompson 

By investigationofthe low-mass regionfor fission decay products, "'· 
evidence has been.found for the existence of either ternary fis·sion or very 
asymmetric binaryjissi_on of th~ compound nucleus <?f2 50-,< ~formed by the 
bombardment of u6-j8 Wlth cl2 wns). By use of radwchemlcal methods, WI 

partial cross secti;ans for the formation of Ni65, Ni66, and Na24 have been 
calculated as 19 microbarns, 13 flb, and 3.5 mb respectively. Experiments 
are in progress to eliminate the possibility of formation of these products 
through the presence of impurities in the target material. Future plane 
include a search for other low-mass fis sian-decay products and the investigation 
of the corresponding high-mass region (in order to establish or eliminate · 
possibilities of asymmetric fission). 

INTERACTION OF CARBON IONS WITH GOLD 

H. Marshall Blann, Robert M. Latimer, Victor E. Viola, 
and T. Darrah Thomas 

Independent yields for five isotopes and cumulative. yields for three 
have been measured for iodine isotopes produced in the fission of gold with 
120-Mev carbon ions. The results are summarized in Table I.· 

Table I 

·Yields of iodine isotopes 

Isotope Cross section Comments 
(mb) 

Il2l 0.045 cumulative 

1123 0.45 cumulative 

1124 1.0 shielded 

1125 3.2 cumulative 

Il26 3.1 shielded 

1128 1.1 shielded 

1130 0.1 shielded 

Il32 '0.008 shielded 

·"' 

v 

'"; 

\J 
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These data can be fitted by the expression 

. a= 2.9. exp [-1/2 ( Ai~l6 )J mb.' 

The full width of the distribution at half maximum is about 3.8 mass units . 

. .., Preliminary measurements have been made of the cross sections for 
production of bromine isotopes and niobium isotopes. Cross sections for the 
former are 10 to 15 mb at the peak, and for the latter about 30 mb at the peak. 
The estimated fission cross sectioni:.at 120 Mev is 1.0 ±0.3 barns and the 
calculated compound-nucleus-formation cross section is about 2 barns. 

Values have been measured of the cross sections for the (C, 4n), 
(C, 5n), and.(C, 6n) reactions on gold at carbon energies from 60 to 90 Mev . 

. The excitation curve for the (C, 4n) reaction has a maximum of about 100 nb 
between 70 and 75 Mev. The points measured for the (C, 5n) reaction scatter 
badly, but indicate a peak of about 70 mb at about 85 Mev. The excitation 
curve for the (C, 6n) reaction rises sharply between 80 and 90 Mev and has 
reached a value of 35 mb at 90 Mev. 

The positions of the peaks are the same as would be calculated .from 
the Jackson model by us.ing.a nuclear temperature of slightly less than 2 Mev. 
The magnitudes of the peaks are 1/10 to 1/7 the magnitudes predicted by the 
Jackson model. 

THE CROSS SECTION FOR COMPOUND-NUCLEUS FORMATION 
IN HEAVY-ION,.,INDUCED REACTIONS 

T. Darrah Thomas 

Calculations of the cross section for compound-nucleus formation
in heavy-ion-induced reactions have been completed, using both square-well 
and diffuse-well models. The results of these calculations are presented in 
a paper of the above title submitted to the Physical Review. 

STUDY OF NUCLEAR FISSION INDUCED BY HEAVY IONS 

Almon E. Larsh, Torbjorn Sikkeland, John R. Walton, 
Glen E. Gordon, and Albert Ghiorso 

I. Introduction 

We are investigating fis sian induced by heavy ions by means of direct 
counting of the fission fragments in a gas scintillation .chamber. Gas
scintillation spectroscopy is a relatively new method of counting and has been 
described in an article by_ Sayres and Wu1 and in the references cited in that 
paper. 

1 
Sayres and Wu, Rev. Sci. Instr. 28, 758 (1957). -· 
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In this work, argon (at -v 1 atmos) is used as the scintillating gas. 
The gas is flushed through the chamber a~d allowed t'o escap'e in order to 
prevent concentration of impurities in the gas which would gradually decrease 
the pulse hhlghts. The chamber walls are coated with Tygon paint (reflector) 
and diphenyl stilbene (wave-iength shifter). The face of the photomultiplier •. 
tube (DuMont 6292) is· also covered with 'diphenyl stilbene: The pulses from· · 
the photomultiplier are amplified and then sorted and recorded in a Penco 
100-channel analyzer. An "exploded" view of the chamber ·and its attachments •,. 
1s shown in Fig. · 3. · 

One of the major difficulties has been to provide a window:for the 
chamber. The target is in vacuum and the pressure in the chamber must be 
of the order of an atmosphere or greater in· order to obtain reasonable 
resolution.· It is thus necessary to have a window which is· strong enough to 
withstand a pressure difference of N 1 atmos and at the same time thin enough 
that it does not appreciably degrade the fission fragments. At present a 
0.03-mil Ni foil supported by a "Lectromesh" grid is used. Even this thickness 
of material degrades the fragments by roughly 30 Mev. 

For the preliminary studies of the equipment, the bombardments 
have been carried out in a "T" attached directly to the hilac. The counter is 
attached to a side port of the "T" so that the chamber is fixed at 90° to the. 
beam. ~ A photograph of this arrangement is shown in Fig; 4. :Also, a large 
vacuum tank :has been constructed in which the counter can be rotated to 
various angles with respect to the beam direction. 

II. Experimental Work. · 

A. Kinetic Energy Spectra and Fission Cross Sections 

Although alpha particles are poorly resolved in the scintillation 
counter, fission fragments, with their higher. dE/dx, seem ~o .be quite well 

. resolved. This is indicated by the spectra shown in Fig~ 5. · The lower curve 
is a spectrum .. of kinetic. energies of fragments from spontanepus fission of 
c£252 as measured in the scintillation chamber. .The upper curv~ is a kinetic 
energy spec~rum for the same fis sioning nucleus as determined by Fraser 
and Milton, by means of a time-of-flight method. 

An example of a spe~trum of beam-induced fission fragments is 
shown in Fig. 6. This was obtained by bombarding gold with full-energy 
c1 2 ions ( I"'V 125 Mev). The large number of counts observed at very low 
energy results mainly from pile-up of pulses from elastically scattered 
particles. 

By summing the fission-fragment counts from a series of such spectra 
obtained at various bombarding energies, it is possible to construct a relative 
fission cross-section curve. This has been done for the system U + cl 2 . 

2
Fraser and Milton, International Con£. on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, 

Geneva (1958), Paper P/199. 

.• 
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the results are shown in Fig. 7. The round points represent the experi
mental points obtained, Since the geometry of the counting arrangement has 
not been determined these points are known only relative to one another and 
none are known absolutely, For comp'3rison, the calculated cross- section 
curve for compound-nucleus formation is also shown. The experimental 
points have been adjusted in magnitude to give the best fit to the calculated 
curve in the region of 120 Mev. The triangular points represent data obtained 
by Flerov et al. 4 for the same system. Although the agreement between the 
experimental results of the present study and the calculated curve seems 
quite good, one must use caution in drawing conclusions about it since all of 
the counting was done at 90° to the beam. Undoubtedly, the anisotropy of the 
angular distribution of fragments is energy-dependent. Thus the' counter may 
be accepting different fractions of the total number of fragments at different 
energies. It will be possible to take this effect into account when the angular 
distributions are investigated. 

B. Effect of Target Thickness 

Since fission fragments have very high dE/dx values, especially 
during the initial fraction of their ranges, it was necessary to investigate the 
effect of target thickness upon the kinetic energy spectrum and the number of 
fragments per unit thickness for a given amount of beam. This was done by 
bombarding targets of various thicknesses of gold (pure) and uranium 
(as UF4). The results of these experiments are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. 
The most proba'ble· fragment kinetic energy observed in the counter decreases 
as the effective thickness is increased. The term "effective thickness" is 
used because the targets were mounted at 45° to the beam. Thus the 
effec1!ive thickness, both to the counter and to the beam, is .J7. times the 
actual thickness. The number of fragments per unit thickness of fissionable 
material also decreases as the effective thickness is increased. The effect 
is more serious for the uranium targets .than for the gold targets. 

C. Chamber Length 

The main advantage of gas scintillation counting over solid scintillation 
methods for counting fragments from beam-induced fissions is that the 
scintillating material is of very low density in the gas counter. This reduces 
the background due to the presence of y radiation. Also, since the dE/dx 
of the fission fragments is much greater than that of beam particles, it is 
possible to make the chamber just long enough to absorb the fission-fragment 
energy, so that the high-energy scattered beam particles lose only a fraction 
of their energy in the gas. 

The original chamber was~'~ 4 em long. At high bombarding energies, 
the beam particles scattered at 90° to the beam had high energies but low 
dE/dx; thus, they would lose only a small amount of energy in the gas. Under 

3 
T. Darrah Thomas, The Cross Section for Compound-Nucleus Formation 

in ·Heavy-Ion-Induced Reactions, Phys. Rev. (to be published). 
4 

, Druin, Polikanov, and Flerov (Zhurn. Eksptl. i Teoret. Fiz.) J. · Exptl. 
~nd Theoret. Phys. (USSR) 32, 1298 (1952). 
a --
1 
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these conditions the fission-fragment peak was fairly well resolved from the 
scattered-particle pulses. But as the bombarding energy was decreased the 
energy loss by the scattered particles in the gas increased. This made it 
difficult to determine the number of ~fission counts accurately. In order to 
decrease the pulse heights from scattered particles, a shorter chamber, 
"\J 2 em long, was constructed. Under the same electronic conditions, the 
sho.rt chamber gives larger pulses from fission fragments (apparently be
cause of more efficient light collection), about the same resolution of the 
fragment peaks of Cf252, and .lower pulses from scattered particles than the 
longer chamber. 

D. Faraday Cups 

Recently much effort has been spent in an attempt to design a Faraday 
cup to monitor the beam current accurately. The method of approach to the 
problem has been similar to that of Fulmer. 5 · 

The relative amount of beam that passes thcnough a gold target (vaporized 
onto aluminum backing) is determined by the number of fission fragments 
counted in the scintillation chamber. Thus, it is pas sibre to normalize all 
the bombardments to the same number of beam particles. It is then possible 
to compare the indicated amount of charge collected in the Faraday cup under 
various conditions for a constant number of beam particles. The results of 
these experiments are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. 

The solid circles in Fig. 10 represent the amount of charge collected 
at various distances behind the target in a cup built especially for the fission 
counting experiments. The cup is 1-3/4 in. long and 9/16 in. in diameter. 
The beam passes through two 3/16-in. -diam. collimators 3 in. apart before 
passing through the target. A set of magnets surrounds the cup and extends 
1-1/8 in. in front of it. They maintain a magnetic field of 800 to 1200 gauss 
in the region of the cup. Their function is to "curl up" the electron trajectories 
sd that secondary electrons knocked out of the target will be kept away from 
the cup and secondaries produced in the cup will not escape from it. The 
experiments were run with the cup at various distances behind the target in 
order to find out if the scattering of beam particles in the target were serious 
enough that the charge collected would be a sharp function of the solid angle 
subtended by the cup. The results indicate that (a) scattering in the tar get 
is not serious or (b) loss of positively charged beam particles at greater 
distances is approximately canceled by pickup of fewer secondary electrons 
from the target. 

The open circle'Si represent the charge collected in the same cup but 
with the magnets removed. Apparently when the cup is near the target, a 
large number of secondary electrons are collected. As the distance is 
increased the effect appears to become less serious and the curve approaches 
that obtained with the magnets attached. 

Some other interesting results obtained with this cup are shown in Fig. 11. 
This curve represents the current observed on the magnets and shielding 
around the cup, as a function of distance, for a given amount of positive 
current in the Faraday cup itself. Up near the target, many electrons from 

5 . 
C. B. Fulmer, Phys. Rev. (to be published) .. , 
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the target are collected. As the distance is increased, the negative current 
decreases until, at f'll3. 5 em, the positively charged scattered beam particles 
just cancel the electrons. 

The triangular points in Fig. 10 represent charge collected in the large 
hilac Faraday cup. This cup is 5-l/ 4' in. long and 3-1/2 in. in diameter. The 
points obtained are plotted at a distance corresponding to the distance for the 
small cup when it subtends the same solid angle. The upper point was obtained 
b)l using the hilac cup alone. For the lower point, a magnet of field rJ 400 
gauss was attached to the cup. Unfortunately only a small magnetic field 
extends in front of the cup, so that it probably does not prevent the pickup 
of electrons from the target. Adding the magnet seems to reduce loss of 
secondaries from the cup. 

It is encouraging that the hilac up, with the magnet attached, agrees to 
:,vithin 2o/o with the small cup with its magnets attached. Another magnet is 
being designed which can be placed ahead of the hilac cup to repress secondaries 
from the target. More experiments are planned for investigations of the beam
current measurements. 

Once a cup which seems to give consistent results has been built, it 
will still be necessary to find out if it is yielding accurate absolute beam 
currents. This can probably be done with the fission counting equipment by 
comparing charge collection with the number of elastically scattered particles 
at some given angle to the beam. The angle can be chosen so that the 
scattering cross section can be calculated quite precisely by means of the 
Rutherford scattering equations (see, for example, thg case of cl 2 scattering 
from Aul97, as determined by Reynolds and Goldberg ). Another g7oup at 
this laboratory is checking a Faraday cup by calorimetric methods. 

IlL Future Work 

After the investigation of the parameters of the equipment and reduction 
of possible errors have been completed, the following types of experiments 
will be done: 
1. Total Fission Cross Sections and Angular Distributions. As was pointed 
out above, with the present equipment it will be necessary to know the angular 
distributions of the fission fragments in order to be able to measure total 
fis sian eros s sections. 
2. Kinetic Energy Release and Momentum Transfer to the Compound Nucleus. 
By determining the most probable fragment kinetic energy at several angles 
to the beam and making some reasonable assumptions concerning the mass of 
the fissioning species, one obtains a set of equations and unknown which can be 
solved for the kinetic energy release in the center-of-mass system and the 
forward component of the motion of the compound nucleus. It will be of interest 
to find out if in some systems appreciable fractions of the fission cross section 
result from reactions in which only a part of the bombarding particle penetrates 
the tar get nucleus. 

0 
Reynolds and Goldberg, Phys. Rev. 112, 1981 (1958). 

7 --
R. Latimer and T. D. Thomas, (Lawrence Radiation Laboratory), private 

communication. 
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3. Spread.o£ Kinetic Energy Spectra. Some information canbe obtained 
concerning the spread of fragment kinetic energies from fission o£ various 
nuclides. However, it will probably not be a very quantitative measurement, 
since the "resolution" o£ the £is sion peak is somewhat dependent upon the 
individual characteristics o£ the chamber, the purity o£ the scintillating gas, 
and the noise in the system. 

MASS-SPECTRQMETRIC STUDY OF CHARGED-PARTICLE 
FISSION OF URANIUM 

Maynard C. Michel and Yung- Yee Chu 

In an attempt to extend to charged-particle-induced fission the ad
vantages o£ the precision o£ the mass-spectrometric data obtained for neutron 
fission, l, 2• 3, 4 we have begun a limited survey o£ charged-particle-induced 
£is sion using isotopic dilution and. the mass spectrometer as the primary tools. 
This report, giving the preliminary data on the fission o£ u 23 8 induced by 
44-Mev -helium ions, is restricted mainly to the rare earth fission product 
region. As a check o£ our techniques, corresponding data have been obtained 
for the fission o£ u235 with thermal neutrons and are found to agree with 
previous work. 

Experimental Procedure 

All tar gets (of either u 238 or u 235 ) were made o£ highly purified 
U308 powder bombarded either in the Crocker 60-in. cyclotron or the 
Livermore reactor thermal column. After a suitable decay period to allow 
most fission !3 chains to terminate in the stable end product, two aliquots 
of the target solution were taken, one to be spiked with separated stable 
isotopes in known quantity. The two aliquots were then subjected to relatively 

. well-known ion-exchange techniques for separation of the individual rare 
earth fission products. Each element was run in the mass spectrometer as 
both a spiked and unspiked sample, allowing relative fission chain yields to 
be calculated which are independent o£ chemical yield and precise, in most 
cases to N ± 2%. 

Because o£ the small amounts of sample made (usually b 10- 9 g), 
the primary chemical difficulty was to prevent the introduction of natural 
isotopes o£ each element studied. We have not been completely successful 
in this, and· some o£ the data have been corrected for natural -:co:b..1laxnination, 
reducing the precision o£ the data somewhat. Another source o£ increased 
error is those chains, such as Cel 4 4 and Pml47, in which decay is far from 

l 
Inghram, Hayden, andHess, Jr., Phys. Rev. 79,271 (1950). 

2 
Petruska, Thode. and Tomlinson, Can. J. Chern. 33, 693 (1955). 

3
Melaika, Parker, Petruska, and Tomlinson, Can. J. Chem. 33. 830 (1955) . 

4 
Ivanov, Gorshkov, Anikina, Kukavadze, and Ershler, Soviet J. o£ Atomic 

Energy~· 1436 (1957). 
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complete when the measurement is made. Correction has been made by using 
the known half-lives of.the long-lived f3 e'mitter. ·In. neutron fission all data 
have been corrected for neutron capture in the products, ·but in no chain was 
this correction greater than 1 o/o. · 

Results 

The relative chain yields (plotted on an arbitrary yield scale) for the 
fission of u238 with helium ions ( AI44 Mev) and u235 with thermal neutrons 
are given in Figs. 12 and 13 respectively. The. data for u 235 agree with the 
previous data of Petruska, Thode, and Tomlinson2 as well as the data of 
Ivanov, Gorshkov, Anikina, Kukavadze, and Ershler4 for the-fission of u 233 

,vith neutrons if properly normalized. 

The data for u
238 

are the first available with this precision, and show 
no irregularities outside the limit of experimental error, as might be expected. 
There are very few radiochemical data available to compare with but the data 
of Vandenbos.ch et al. 5 are in relatively good agreement, considering the rather 
J.ar ge limits of error. 

The relative yields (again in arbitrary units, normalized to mass 142) 
are summarized in Table IL 

Table III lists the mass spectrometrically measured independent yields 
<::>bserved in the fission of u238 with N 44-Mev helium ions. All are expressed 
as fractions of the chain yield under cons:lderation. 

Since what was measured in most cases was the fraCtion of an adjacent 
chain, a small correction has been made, based on the accumulative yields 
of the adjacent chains assuming the mass -y:ield curve is smooth in that Gegion. 
The number of neutrons boiled off was estimated according to Thomas. These 
data fall on a smooth curve if one uses the equal-charge displacement 
hypothesis and Clendenin' s-::continuous Z A values, 7 as shown in Fig. 14. 
They are compared in Fig. 15 with the data obtained by using Pappas' 
hypothesis, 8 except that a smooth curve is used in the region of discontinuities 
:i.n obtaining ZA. It will be noted in Fig. 14 that the data for the heavy-mass 
wing fall on a reasonably smooth curve, which is narrower than a Gaussian. 
However, the two points for the lower-mass wing both would lie on an even 
narrower distribution. 

5 . . 
Vandenbosch, Thomas, Vandenbosch, Glass, and Seaborg, Phys. Rev. 

!11, 1358.:.1373 (1958). 

~. Darrah Thomas, Ph. D. (Thesis), tJCRL-3791, July 1957. 
7 

L. E. Clendenin, C. D. Coryell, and R. R. Edwards, in 'R;aditichemical:"''· 
Studies: The 'Fission Products N. N. E. S. Div. IV. , Vol. 9, (McGraw-Hill 
Book Co., Inc., New York, (1951), Paper 52. 

8 
·A. C .. Pappas, in Proceedings of the International Conference on. the 

:t:>eaceful Uses of Atomic Energy11 Vol. 7, ( 1956), p 19. 
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Table II 

Fission yields 

Isotopes Yields 
238 

U + 44-Mev 
235 

U +thermal 
helium ions neutrons 

Ce 142* 
1.000 (±0.69%) l. 000 (±0. 39o/o) 

Nd143 0. 9390 (±2.1 %) 0.9977 (±0.83%) 

Nd144 0.8216 (±3.24%) 0.9009 (±1.85%) 

Nd145 0. 7 59 3 ( ±2. 6 1%) 0.6596 (±0.61 %) 

Ndl46 0.6303 (±1.43%) , 0.4993 (±0.89%) 

Sm 
147 

0.5456 (±3.65%) o. 3806 (±3. 92o/o) 

Nd148 0.4844 (±0.58%) 0.2836 ,(±0.57%) 

Sml49 0. 3999 (±2. 7 2%) 0.1854 (±0. 763%) 

Nd150 0.3577 (±2.67%) 0.1095 (±1.69%) 

Sm151 0 . 2 9 2 7 ( :1;3 . 1%) 0.0694 (±0. 753%) 

Sm 152 
0.2431 (±2.18%) 0.0447 (±0.610%) 

Eu153 0 . 1 9 1 2 ( ±2 .4%) 0.0276 (±2.866%) . 
Sm 154 

0.1505 (±0.6%) 0.0125 (±0.924%) -, 

Eu155 0.1326 (±2.68%) 0.0058 .(±2.873%) 
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. Table III 

Independent yietds 

Isotopes Fractional b.Z (Z - Z 
chain yields ECD CCR 

(%) GlenCI~nin Pappas 

'Rb84. (0.007 2. 537 2.40 3.40 

Rb86. 0.21 1. 793 1.90 2.60 

Csl31 < 0.015 2. 953 3.65 2.60 

c132 0. 111 2.600 3.20 2.20 

Cs 
134 

3.7 1.829 2.45 1.40 

Cs 
136 

18.3 1.,082 l. 60 0.60 
; 

Pml50·(Sm150) 3.5 1.833 1.85 1.00 

Eu154 0.305 2. 331 2.10 1.40 
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THE PROTON-NEUTRON INTERACTION AN,P THE 
(p, n) REACTION IN MIRROR NUCLEI . 

+ . § 
Norman K Glendenning, Stewart D. Bloom,. and Steven A. Moszkowski 

Direct-interaction reactions have been treated by a number of 
authors as aJ.souroe.af information concerning the spins and parities of excited 
states of nuclei. ·· It is our purpose to point out a new use of this type of 
reaction-a study of the direct interaction itself. 

The direct interaction referred to is the effective neutron-proton 
potential within the nucleus. Recent theoretical studies indicate that this 
effective interaction is essentially the long-range part (distances ),..1Q-13cm) 
of the actual two-nucleon interaction. 2 The (p, n) reactions on mirror nuclei 
are a particularly promising source of information on this effective interaction. 

Write the direct-interaction potential acting between the incident 
proton and the bound neutron as 

( 1) 

'T 
where V and Vb are in general spin-dependent central potentials, and P 
is the iso'topic spin exchange operator. Then it is easy to show that the (p, n) 
reaction matrix element is 

( f/v/ i)=(l, zJ vbll, 2) -(1. 21 va/2, 1) '· 

(2) 

where J1, 2) denotes a state with particle No. 1 bound and No. 2 free. 
Thus tte matrix element of V separates into two parts, one of which is a 
"direct 11 matrix element (corresponding to charge exchange) and the other is 
an "exchange 11 matrix element (corresponding to particle exchange). Overlap 
considerations (particularly powerful for these (p, n) reactions on mirror 
nuclei) permit us to ignore the second term in Eq. (2). The (p, n) reaction is 
thus characterized by the matrix element of the charge-exchange part of the 
interaction (1), and has just the form of an inelastic~scattering matrix element. 

A comparison of the experimental cross section for (p, n) reactions 
on mirror nuclei with a detailed theoretical calculation ought therefore to 
provide the charge-exchange part of the neutron-proton potential that is 
effective within nuclei. 

'!' 
This is -an abstract of a letter submitted to Physical Review Letters. 

+Lawrence Radiation Labo;ratory, Livermore, California. 

§Department of Physics, University of California at Los Angeles. 
1 

Many references to the earlier work can be found in J. S. Blair and E. M. 
Henley, Phys. Rev. 112, 2029 (1958). See also N.K. Glendenning, Phys. Rev . 
(to be published, 195~ 

2s. A. Moszkowski, OOR Technical Report No. 2, UCLA, April 1959 
(unpublished). 
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SHELL-MODEL CALCULATIONS 
USING AN "EFFECTIVE" TWO-NU~LEON POTENTIAL 

Norman K. Glendenning 

Moszkowski has shown, by a suitable division of the actual two-
nucleon potential into a long-range and a short-range part, that the long-

1 range part alone is effective in describing the properties of nuclear matter. 

It is therefore of considerable interest to investigate the consequence 
of using such a long-range type of potential in conventional shell-model 
calculations. 

A potential which approximates the properties of the long-range 
potential of Moszkowski (i.e., zer·o for radii ~1Xlo- 13cm) and which can be 
handled analytically is 

2 
V(r) = V 

0 
( ...E... ) exp -

ro 

" 2 
( _r_) 

ro 

Preliminary calculations with such a potential for Zr 90 yield an 
excellent fit to the spectrum up to 3.6 Mev. This work is being extended to 
other nuclei. 

1 
S. A. Moszkowski, OOR Technical Report No. 2, UCLA, April 1959 

{unpublished). 
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THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS FOR THE SPECTRA OF 
THE ODD-MASS TELLURIUM.AND XENON ISOTOPES':' 

Norman K. Glendenning 

Interesting systematics are displayed in the spectra of the odd-rnass 
tellurium and xenon isotopes, in particular the migration (with increasing 
N) of the first excited state (3/2+) toward the ground state (1/2+) until the 
former becomes the gr9.urzd state. Recent developments in the treatment of 
the many- body problem ' tEield an understanding of these systematics. The 
best-known spectrum, Te 1 5, is very well reproduced by considering one 
neutron (which has available the s 1/2 and d3/2 single-particle levels) 
coupled to surface vibrations of up to three plionolf~ 5 Theoretical predictions 
are made for the spins of the excited states of Te that are not well known, 
and agreement is obtained with the known spins (ground and first excited). 
In addition, calculations are made for neighboring odd-N tellurium and xenon 
nuclei with the predictions of the above-mentioned treatment of the many-body 
problem used for a guide to the single-particle spacing. Spin assignments 
and new levels are predicted. 

A program for the IBM 650, presently in preparation, which will 
calculate the effective single-particle spacings in nuclei as a function of 
nucleon number and the unperturbed spacings. 

~c 

This is an abstract of a paper to be published (UCRL- 8796 Abstract) 
1 

Ben R. Mottelson, Lectures at University of California, Berkeley 
(unpublished, 1959). 

2 
S. T. Belyaev, Kgl. Danske Videnskab. Selskab, Mat. -fys. Medd. 31, 

No. 11 (1958). 
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Radio:active Decay 

NUCLEAR ALIGNMENT OF TERBIUM-160 

Charles K Johnson and David A. Shirley 

Terbium-160 was made by slow-neutron irradiation of stable terbium 
in the Arco pile, and 10 microcuries was grown into a single crystal of 
neodymium ethyl sulfate. Nuclear alignment along the crystalline axis was 
produced by cooling the crystal to very low temperatures by adiabatic de
magnetization from 17 kilogauss and 1.03 °K. The y-ray spectrum was measured 
at several dif.ferent angles with respect to the crystal axis by use of 
3'X 3-in. sodium iodide crystals with 100-channel pulse-height analyzers, 
and the intensity of each 'Y ray was norm:alized against the isotropic intensity 
distribution at l.03°K. The angular distributions could alrbe fitted to functions 
of the form 

as shown in Fig. 16. B 2 (T) is a temperature-dependent orientation parameter 
and is the same for all the '( rays, while x2 depends on the angular momenta 
involved in each 'I transition and in the preceding 13 or '{ transitions. The table 
shows the measured value of B 2 (T)Xz at. 0.02°K for five of the 'I rays. These 
data are in agreement with the cfecay scheme proposed by Nathanl and Ofer, 2 

though there are some discrepancies with the angular correlation measurements 
of Ofer. Figure 17. shows B2(T)X2 plotted against 1/T for the same 'I rays . 
. By fitting a theoretical curve of B2(T) against 1/T to the experimental data 
the factors x 2 were determined for each transition, and these are given in 
column 3 ofthe table. Column 4 gives the quadrupole/dipole mi{ing ratio 6 
calculated from these data on the assumption that the spin of Tb 0 is 2 and 
that the 13 transitions t,ci the 1360-, 1262-, and 964-kev levels carry away 
1, 0, and 0 units of angular momentum respectively. Other assumptions for 
I oand i13 do not make a large change in the values of 6. 

Energy of 'I ray 
(kev) 

300 

875 

960 ± 964 

1170 

1280 

B 2 .(T) x2 
at 0.02 °K 

-0.160 ± 0.005 

+0. 11 5 ± 0. 0 0 5 

-0.170 ± 0.005 

-0.122 ± 0.005 

-0.130 ± 0.010 
1
0. Nathan, Nuclear Physics 4, 125 (1957). 

2s. Ofer, Nuclear Physics~.· 331 (1957). 

-0.4 

+0.277 

-0.425 

-0.305. 

-0.325 

< 0.01 

~4 

-0.1 

-0.4 
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Thus the 300-, 1170-, and 1280-=kev radiations are dipole with Oo/o, 1%, and 
16% mixtures of quadrupole respectively, The 875-kev '{ray is quadrupole 
with about 6% dipole admixed. 

By making assumptions about spin and f3 decay of Tb
160

, the nuclear 
magnetic moment and electric quadrupole moment may be estimated, 

NUCLEAR ALIGNMENT OF CERIUM-137m 

James N. Haag, Charles E. Johnson, and David A. Shirley 

Ce
137

m (half-life 34 hours) was prepared in the 60-inch cyclotron by 
bombarding barium fluoride with 40-Mev a particles and chemically separating 
cerium from the other products. The (a, xn) reactions on barium also produced 
Ce:l39 and Ce 141, but the 255-kev "Y ray between the isomeric and ground 
state of Cel 37 could be clearly resolved from the other activity. A crystal 
of neodymium ethyl sulfate was grown in which about 5 microcuries of the 
activity was incorporated as an impurity in the rare earth lattice sites. The 
nucle~ were aligned by cooling the crystal to about 0.02 °K by adiabatic 
demagnetization, at which temperature the energy splitting of the nuclear 
levels due to the m~agnetic hfs interaction with the electronic spins becomes 
comparable to the thermal energy kT. The angular distribution of the 255-kev 
y ray was measured with l-l/2X 1-1/2-in. sodium iodide crystals' and single
channel pulse-height analyzers as a function of temperature between 0.02°K 
and l.03°K. At l.05°K the radiation was isotropic and at lower temperatures 
could be represehted by 

with B 2 (T} F 2 negative, where B
2 

(T) is an alignment parameter and depends 
on the nuclear g factor and the temperature, and F is a function of the 
angular mo~a characterizing the 'I transition. ..fhe transition is believed 
to be 11/2- --) 3/2+ (from earlier work}arrl t~reforeF2 = -0.889. The 
negative sign is in accord with the measurements, At 0.02 °K, B 2 was 
0.225 ±0.030, from which the nuclear moment of Ce 137m was deduced to be 

·o.32±0.03nm. As a check on the measurements the alignment ofthe Cel39 
present was also observed and found to be in good agreement with earlier work. 
An experiment is planned to give a b~.lfger yield of Ce 137m in order to study 
the nuclear alignment of 9-hour Ce 1 , and also to obtain a more precise 
moment for ce!37m. 
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INVESTIGATION OF THE EXCITED LEVELS OF PALLADIUM-106 

* t Horacio E. Bosch and Daniel J. Horen 

Palladium-106 exhibits a complex level structure at an energy 
approximately twice the energy of the first excited state, one level with 
character 0+ at 1.137 Mev and one fit

6
1.128 Mev with character 2+. The 

y rays from Rhl06 (30 sec) and Ag 0 (8.3 days) have been studied with a 
3X3-in. Nai(Tl) crystal in order to investigate the feeding of the above
mentioned levels by radioactive decay. 

Rhodium-106 was obtained in equilibrium with a Ru
106 

source from 
Oak Ridge .. Silver-106 (8.3 days) was produced by bombarding Rhl0 3 with 
a particles ( < 14 Mev). A chemical separation was performed. Although 
the energy of the projectile was estimated to be less than the threshold for 
(a, 2n) reaction, y rays with longer half life than 8. 3 day,s ~ cibscivErl m the~· 
From a study of samples containing relatively more Ag 10 !:> it was possible to 
determine more accurately m:ch y rays belonged to Agl05. The decay of the 
sample was followed for 6 months and the "-§ays of 0.180, 0.285, 0.430, 
OA50, and 0.680 Mev were assigned to Ag 10 (40 days). The y rays of 
0.230, 0.410, 0.520, 0.620, 0.725, 0.805, 1.030, 1.150, 1.250, 1.540, 1.770, 
1. 850, and 2. 250 Mev correspond to Agl 06. The following y rays were observed 
in the decay of Rhl06 {without Compton subtraction): 0.230, 0.510, 0.620, 
0.730, 0.820, 1.050, 1.150, 1.550, 1.850, and 2.250 Mev. 

Gamma-_.g_a]n.ma coincidence measurements are being performed with 
both sources, Agrob (8.3 day) and RhlOb (30 sec). 

DECAY OF ANTIMONY-126, ANTIMONY-128, AND ANTIMONY-130 

>:c 
Horacio E. Bosch 

In order to investigate the systematic behavior of excited nuclear 
le1.eJ6' in even-evy:t nuclei near closed shells, the 13-decay schemes of 
Sb , Sb 128 , Sb 0 , and their isomers were studied. These have been 
produced by bombarding enriched tellurium isotopes with fast neutrons. A 
chemical separation was performed in every case. The 13 spectra were 
measured with an anthracene crystal. The y spectra were determined with 
a 3 X 3-in. Nal(T 1) crystal. The half lives 18.8 min and 11 days are as signed 
to the two SblZ6 states; 19.7 min and 10 hours to the Sbl 28 states; and 30 
min and 330 min, approximately, to the Sbl30 states. 

The y spectrum from Sb
126 

(11 days) is composed of the folloyw 
rays: 0.160, 0.425, 0.685, 0.755, 0.850, and 1.060 Mev. That ofthe Sb 
(10 hours) is composed of 0.160-, 0.388-, 0.515-, 0.743-, 0.860-, and 
1.180~Mev y rays. That of the Sbl30 (330 min) is composed of 0.160-, 0.240-, 
0.450-, 0.500-, 0.850-, and 0.940-Mev y rays. 

* Fellow from Consejo Nacinal de Investigaciones Cientificas y Tecnicas, 
and on leave of absence from Comision Nacional de Energia Atomica and 
Universidad de La Plata, Argentina. 

+stanford University , California. 
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HEAVY -ION COULOMB EXCITATION 

Frank S. Stephens and Richard M. Diamond 

Although the work on projectile excitations described in the preceding 
semiannual report is not completed, investigations 

6
have begun on Coulomb 

excitation of some selected heavy elements with olo, He20, s32, and A40 
beam!'). The use of the heavy projectiles makes more probable the excitation 
of high-lying levels ( )O. 5 Mev), such as the vibrational bands in spheroidal 
~uclei, and has an even ~reater effect .~n the tfrob~bili.ty o~ multiple excita~ion 
m the .ground- stat~ ro~~t1o;2~~band. W1th A 4 p~OJectlles 1t has been pos s1ble 
to exc1te the 12+ level m U and the 1 0 + level m Th 23 2 through 6th- and · 
5th-order multiple excitation, respectively. Table IV gives the energies found 
experimentally for the various transitions, and comparing them with values 
calculated from the si~ple rotational energy-level expressi2;m, E(I) = AI(I+l), 
and from the quadratic expres12~QJ1, E(I) = AI(I+l) ~ BI2 (I+l) . The agreement 
with experiinent is .best for Ul ;~. as expected; Th232 is closer to the double 
closed shells at Pb208 and therefore further out of the deformed.region. 
Gamma- gamma coincidence measurements showed that the transitions labeled 
8+--) 6+, 6+--) 4+, and 4+ --~ 2+ in u238 are indeed in coincidence, 
and there seems little doubt that the transitions observed are amongthe levels 
of the ground- state rotation~! band, as indicated. 

An interesting feat~·re ofthe results obtained with u
238 

and Th
232 

is that with an increase in projectile energy the first excited (2+) level rio 
longer remains the most progable state excited. This level becomes de
populated by multiple excitation to higher levels and by de~excitation, so that 
with increasing heavy-ion energy the 4+, 6+, 8+, etc., leyel becomes 
progressively the inost p~obable level Ifcoduce~. In experimental fact it 
has b2~n observed that Wlth 190-Mev A 0 the y1elds of the 6+ and 4+ lev~ls 
in Th j

2 are almost equal, and that the yields of the 8+ and 6+ level inU 38 are 
approaching equality. This behavior, unexpected at the start of the experiments, 
and certainly not in accord with expectations based on the usual perturbation 
treatment of Coulo.mb excitation, .has recently been sho:-vn to be the logic.al . 

1 result of a more r1gorous theoretlcal treatment of multtple Coulomb exc1tat1on. 

1 
Private communication from: K. Alder and A. Winther via B. Mottelson. 



Nuclide 

u238 

Th232 

Table IV 

Comparison of experimentally determined and ealculated energies for varolis transitions 

Method of determination 

2+-o+ 

Experimental! y 

From Al(I+1 ). A= 7.45 kev 44.7 

2 2 
From Al(I+1)~BI (1+1) , 44.7 

A = 7.4 7, B = 2. 9 X 10 
-3 

Experimentally 

From AI(I+1), A= 8.33 kev 

2 2 
From AI(I+1)-BI (I+1) , 

~3 
A= 8.38, B = 8.5X 10 

50 

50 

Transition energies 
.. {kev) · . 

4+-2+ 6+-4+. 8+-6+ 10+-8+ 12+-10+ 

161 213 263 311 

104 164 224 283 343 

103-1/2 160~ 1/2 214 264 . 308-1/2 
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VELOCITY AND ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF PROMPT NEUTRONS 
FROM SPONTANEOUS FISSION OF CALIFORNIUM-252 

H. Bowman, Wladyslav Swiatecki, and Stanley G. Thompson 

The large 80-inch steel drum and associated electronic equipment 
are being set ij-f and checked in preparation for measurements using a large 
source of Cf2 deposited by the self-transfer method on a thin nickel foil. 
The results will be punched on paper tape and analyzed by use of the · 
IBM-704 computer. 

TERNARY FISSION OF CALIFORN~UM~252 

M. Luis Muga and Stanley G. Thompson 

Studies of the spontaneous-fission decay of Cf
252

, using nuclear 
emulsion techniques, have resulted in the identification of two types of ternary 

. fission. Tripartition in which the third fragment emitted is a long-range 
alpha particle ( rv 20 Mev) is observed to occur with a frequency of 1 per 
400 binary fissions. Ternary fission events for which the three fragments have 
comparable masses apparently occur at approximatelythe same. rate. 
Analysis of these events is presently under way, through the compilation of 
data on angle, range, energy, and mass, in order to better understandthe 
decay process. 

ALPHA-PARTICLE BRANCHING RATIOS 
FOR NEUTRON-DEFICIENT ASTATINE AND POLONIUM ISOTOPES 

Glen E. Gordon, Robert M. Latimer, and T. Darrah Thomas 

The number of a particles emitted per disintegration (a-particle 
branching ratio) has been determined approximately for several astatine and 
polonium isotopes produced in carbon-ion bombardment of gold. These 
determinations are based on measurement of either a particles or y rays 
emitted from daughter' atoms whose branching ratios are known. The results 
are summarized in Table V. 
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·Table V 

Alpha-branching ratios of astatine arid polonium isotopes 

Isotope Half life a/disintegration Basis 
(min) 

At202 3.0 0.15 Po
202 

0.02 a/d 

At203 7.4 0.21 Pb
203 

0. 99 y/d 

At204 9.3 0.07 Po
204 

0.01 a/d 

At205 26.2 0.18 
. 205 
Po . 0.074a/d 

At206 21.6 0.04-0.07 Po 
206 

0. 32 a/d 

Po 
203 

43 0.07 Pb
203 

0. 99 y/d 

The half lives listed f?r the astatine isotopes are those reported 
by J1oJf, Asaro and Perlman. The a-particle branching ratios for Po 20 2 , 
Po 0 , and Po205 were taken from the compilation of Strominger, Hollander, 
and Seaborg, as was the n~mber of y rays per disintegration of Pb20 3 . 2 
The ratio of 0.32 for Po 20 is from Burcham. 3 

l Hoff, Asaro, and Perlman, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. Ser. II, 4, 293 (1959). 
2
Strominger, Hollander, and Seaborg, Revs. Modern Phys. 30, 585 (1958). 

3 
W. E. Burcham, unpublished data received as a private communication from 

Wilhelm Forsling. 
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CALCULATION OF REDUCED a WIDTHS 
ON THE BASIS OF THE NUCLEAR SHELL MODEL 

Hans J. Mang 

A theory of a decay, which was developed earlier, 
1 

has been 
applied to calculate the reduced . a widths of all Po isotopes and the ev~n
odd At isotopes, The riucl~ar wave functions entering into the calculations 
are approximated by shell-model wave functions. 

The results are compared in' Figs. 18, 19,
2 

and 20 with the reduced 
widths as derived from experimental a half lives. 

The behavior of the reduced width as a function of the neutron number 
is well reproduced, especially around the magi.C:::neutron number N = 126. 

1 . 
H. J. Mang, Z. Physik 148, 582 (1957). 

2
J. 0. Rasmussen, Alph~ecay Barrier Penetrabilities with an Exponential 

Nuclear Potential. L Even-Even Nuclei, Phys. Rev. (in press, 1959), and 
private communication. 

Frank Asaro (Lawrence Radiation Laboratory); private communication. 
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SOLID.;.STATE PARTICLE DETECTORS 

William Lo Hansen 

A program to study semiconductor devices as particle detectors 
has been initiatedo The higher energy resolution and compactness of these 
devices is needed for a, j3, and . 'I spectrometers and for low-temperature 
angular-emission studies of radioactive isotopeso 

The work to date has consisted mainly in developing mechanical and 
chemical processing techniques such as sawing, lapping, polishing, etching, 
and platingo A solid~state gaseous diffusion furnace has been constructed 
and several prototype diffused n-p junction counters have .been madeo The 
signal-to-noise level and energy resolution of these first counters have not 
yet been determined, though millivolt pulses with apparent low noise have 
been obtained with sensitive areas of about 1/4-ino diameter by using Cm244 

a particles as the sourceo 

The counters constructed to date have used 30-mil-thick wafers, 
2 em in diameter. cut parallel to the 1, 1, 1 plane of 3000 ohm. em. single 
crystal p-type silicono N ~p junctions were formed at 1250°C with phos
phorus used as a diffusant and giving junction depths of about 5 micronso 

followso 
The geometry of such a device can be shown schematically as 

cat whisker r? C 
-----> 

incident particles 

~base connector 

n-type surface I ' \ .7k 
1 1 

t 
/ n1c e p a e 

j p-type wafer 

Beside continued development of n-p junctions there will also be 
examination of other structures • such as surface barrier diodes and gold
doped silicon conduction counters 0 
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NOTES ON FAST CIRCUITRY FOR COINCIDENCE COUNTING 

John A. Stone, Donald Strominger, and John P. Unik 

Fast circuitry is useful for several problems in coincidence counting, 
for example, for lifetime measurements in the millimrcrosecond region, for 
angular-correlation experiments, or for decreasing the accidental coincidence 
rate in coincidence spectroscopy. We shall describe some of the equipment 
we use for these problems. 

Figure- 21 is a block diagram of our time sorter as it is used to 
measure lifetimes in the millimic-rosecond region. The us.e of the equipment 
for that purpose, and the fwo time-to-pulse-height converters we have used 
are described elsewhere. The 6BN6 type has a "start'' pulse which makes 
a 6BN6 vacuum tube conduct and a "stop"- pulse to cut the tube off again. The 
pulse-height output is linearly dependent upon the time of conduction·or the 
time difference between the two pulses. The diode type adds the two input 
pulses and integrates that part of the added pulses sufficient to overcome the 
bias on· a GlllA diode. A l_l'lore detailed description of these instruments is 
also given in the literature~ · 

Unfortunately these two time-to-pulse-height converters have serious 
shortcomings in applications that involve high counting rates and high 
accidental coincidence rates. The 6BN6 type has poor time resolution with 
counting rates above approximately 4X 104 "start" pulses per minute. The 
diode type has the disadvantage that,- because of the symmetry of the two input 
pulses, the acC:identia:l-to-true coincidence rate is double that for the 6BN6 type. 

Our angular-correlation studies require high counting rates and also 
minimum accidental-to-true coincidence rates. To do this we modified a 
portion of the time sorter (indicated by dashed lines in Fig. 21) into the 
scheme shown in Fig. 22. The diode circuit was converted into a simpler:fast 
coincidence circuit of the type described by Bell et aL 2 Pulse l feeding the 
diode is delayed about. 20 mf!sec with no delay on .Pulse 2. Thus, for true 
coincidences, the time relationship of the output pulse is determined. entirely 
by Pulse l, except in those cases in which the physics of the situation causes 
Pulse 2 to be delayed more than 20 mf!sec. ,; : ~.)d •.• The output of the diode 
coincidence circuit is then used as the "start" input of 6BN6 time-to-pulse
height converter. Here, we are using coincidence pulses; he~ce the number 
of start pulses is .usually much lower than the maximum 4X 10 counts per 
minute.' · . 

Part of Pulse 2 is delayed about 160 mp:sec and is then used as the 
nstop" input of the 6BN6 time-to-pulse..-height converter. Figure 23 is a 
raw time spectrum obtained from u 23 1 decay with this system. The 59.6-kev 
photons were used for Pulse l and the 207. 9-kev photons for Pulse 2. The 
high-channel peak is caused by accidental coincidences in the following m,anner. 
Let us consider an accidental coincidence in which Pulse l arrives at the 
diode coincidence circuit before Pulse,2. Then the time relationship of the 
output pulse will be determined entirely by Pulse 2 .. Therefore, both the 
11Start" and "stop" inputs to the 6BN6 converter willl:e::caused by Pulse 2 

- 1D. Strominger, Phys. Rev. 114 (in press) (1959). 
2 . --

R. E. Bell, R. L. Graham, and H. E. Patch, Can. J. Phys. 30, 35 (1952). 
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and the pulse height in the converter will be a function of the artificial delay 
inserted on Pulse 2 between the wide- band amplifiers and the 6BN6 converter. 
We find this peak useful to monitor our runs to check long-term stability. 

This equipment can be reassembled into a conventional fast-slow 
coincidence circuit in which the spectrum from a scintillation crystal is dis
played on the 100-ch,annel analyzer. Figure 24 shows this configuration. The 
resolving time is determined by the se~ti~gs of the single 6channel a~alyze_r. 
Dr. Bosch has performed some y-y co1nc1dences on AgiO decay us1ng th1s 
system. 

MODIFICATION OF AN ELECTRON-ELECTRON 
COINCIDENCE SPECTROMETER 

John P. Unik 

. 1 The electron- e~ectron coincidence spect~o~eter built by Dr. Jose 
Jullano has been redes1gned and the reconstructlon 1s nearly complete. The 
original spectrometer consisted of two thin-lens magnetic spectrometers 
connected back to back, each half havinga transmission of O.Zo/o and a 
resolution of 2.3%. It has been possible to change the magnetic field in the 
existing system in such a way as to produce a magnetic field shape similar to 
that in a high-transmission spectrometer built by Gerholm~ 2 Preliminary 
tests have shown that the modified spectrometer has resolutions .of 3% and 2% 
with the transmissions of 3% and 1.4% respectively. The modification has 
increased the transmission by a factor of about seven at the same resolution. 
Since the coincidence counting rate is proportional to the square of the 
transmission, the modification represents an increase in the coincidence 
counting rate by a factor of about 49. Additional work is planned to increase 
the transmission slightly more at the same resolutions, and also provisions 
will be incorporated into the final design allowing the operator to change the 
resolution when desired from outside the vacuum system. 

1 
Jose 0. Juliano, Coincidence Nuclear Spectrometry with Applications to 

Europium-154 and Europeum-155 (Thesis), . UCRL-3733 April 1957. 
2 
Gerholm, Rev. Sci. Instr. 26, 1069 (1955). 
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DEVELOPMENT OF A'PUNCHED-PAPER-TAPE SYSTEM FOR 
COINCIDENCE PULSE-HEIGHT ANALYSIS . 

. .. 

John 0 .. Rasmussen and Michiyuki Nakamura 

For the two-dimensional pulse-height analyzer to· be described final 
assembly of electronic components is under way, and 'an IBM-7.04 program 
for primary analysis of input data tapes has been written, debugged, and tested. 

This equipment is designed primarily for coincidence counting experi
ments on radioactivity in which one desires to record and measure pulse 
heights of two separate inputs associated with a coincidence event. In operation 
the two pulses are pulse-height-analyzed in the digitizer unit of a Penco PA-4 
analyzer, and the pulse heights are recorded on two punched tapes as 6-bit 
binary numbers (64-chann·el analysis). The punches employed impose a 
mechanical limitation of 1200 coincidence events per minute. A Microflex 
timer inserts spaces at regular time intervals. 

The paper tapes so generated are then processed by the tape-to-tape 
converter developed- primarily for 7 2-inch bubble chamber data analysis. The 
converter reads .the paper tape· and transfers the information to magnetic tape 
in IBM-704 format. 

The primary processing program was written in SAP symbolic 
language and especially adapted for the Livermore IBM-704 8 s. Two magnetic 
tape reels contain the input data. A small amount of processing control 
information is fed in by punched cards. · The computer then writes one binary 
output tape suitable as input to subsequent more refined processing programs, 
and it also writes one output tape in XS- 3 representation suitable for the 
off-line Univac high-speed printer. The printer output gives a 64X64 array 
of numbers which signify the number of times a particular combination of two 
pulse heights occurred. 

The able assistance of Mr. Ed Arnold in assembly and testing of the 
electronics is gratefully acknowledged. We are also indebted to Mr. Douglas 
Brainard, who has run the program on the Livermore computer and has aided 
in diagnosis of program errors. 
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HIGH- PRESSURE WORK WITH ACTINIDE METALS. II 

Denis B. McWhan, James C. Wallmann, Burris B. Cunningham, 
George Jura,. and Peter Montgomery 

An apparatus has been constructed to study the electrical resistance 
of the actinide metals in the region from 5 to 25,000 atmospheres. As in the 
higher-pressure equipment, the metal sample fills a hole in a silver chloride 
disk. The equipment is shown schematically in Fig. 25. The sides of the 
plunger are insulated from the anvil by a layer of paper glued to the plunger. 
The electrodes assure good electrical contact between the sample and the 
anvils. 

During our first experiments amalgamated copper electrodes and 
a 12-mg piece of neptunium metal were used. A transition in neptunium 
metal at approximately 13,000 atmospheres has been found. Some of the runs 
appear to show a positive coefficient of pressure vs resistance; however, 
the curves on successive runs were very poorly defined. This was probably 
due to the alloying of mercury (from the amalgam) with the neptunium. After 
the pressure runs the neptunium exhibited a very large increase in reactivity 
on exposure to air. Also small beads of mercury formed on the surface, 
indicating a high solubility of mercury in neptunium. Further work using 
freshly flamed platinum in place of amalgamated copper electrodes .is planned. 
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THE PREPARATION OF AMERICIUM METAL, CURIUM METAL, 
AMERICIUM NITRIDE, AND AMERICIUM MONOXIDE 

Yumi Akimoto, Burris B. Cunningham, Denis B. McWhan, 
and James C. Waililmann 

Experiments have been continued on the preparation of submilligr4m 
quantities of the actinide metals. 1 The objective is to develop a method for 
consistently producing pure actinide metal in a form suitable for calorimetric 
determinations. This means primarily that metal of known crystal structure 
must be obtained. 

The production method that has most consistently yielded the purest 
metal involves the reduction of the actinide trifluoride (or tetrafluoride in the 
case of neptunium) with lithium metal. The fluoride is prepared by precipi
tation from solution, repeated washings wi6h water and then either alcohol or 
acetOne, and finally vacuum drying (IV 10- mm Hg pressure) at 250°C to 
5oooc. The Li reduction itself is carried out in an all-tantalum crucible 
system heated by induction. An inner Ta crucible is used to contain the 
actinide fluoride if more than 10 flg of material is used. For smaller 
quantities a different technique has been developed which permits easier 
isolation of the metal produced. The actinide fluoride (to date always. curium 
trifluoride) is gently held between two sections of a twisted, .3-mil Ta wire 
which is suspended from the cap of the outer crucible. 

As noted previously, 1 the LiF slag vaporizes and does not surround 
the product metal as does BaF2, and prevent it from wetting the Ta crucible. 
This problem has been overcome by using relatively low reduction temperatures 
so that the product metal does not wet the crucible and spread. It is apparently 
true that if one reduces the metal at a temperature less than r-~ 100°C above the 
melting.point of the metal then serious wetting of the tantalum does not occur. 
On the basis of the optimum reduction temperatures for americium and curium, 
the latter would be.estimated.to have a .melting point about 60 to 100°C higher 
than americium. 

The crystal- structure determinations on Am and Cm metal. have not 
yet yielded metal of identified structure. Both metals appear to be difficult 
to crystallize. Experiments involving ther.mal cycling and long annealing of 
the samples have been promising, and will be continued in an attempt to produce 
well-crystallized metal that will yield identifiable diffraction patterns on ex
posure to x-rays. 

Work has also been continued on an effusion and collection _method in 
addition/to the crucible preparations.. Samples of Sm, Dy, and Er have been 
collected on 10-mil Ta, and quartz fibers by reducing the appropriate sesqui
oxide with La metal and effusing the product metal. The lattice constants of 
these coatings agree quite well with the literature values. When the reaction 
temperature is. raised to 1500 to 1600°C instead of the usual 1300°, appreciable 
percentages (5 to lOo/o by spec. analysis) of La are in the coatings, and the 
lattice constants change accordingly, so that the reaction temperature mus;t be kept low. 

1 
James C. Wallmam.and Burris B. Cunningham, in Chemistry Division 

Semiannual Report, UCRL-8369, July 1958, p. 74. 
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Americium dioxide was prepared by precipitating the oxalate and by 
subsequent decomposition at 600 to 8009. To date no good samples of Am 
metal have been collected. Starting with 5 mg of the oxide; only 1 or 2 f.Lg 
of americium were collected. This is not in agreement with results of Asprey 
at Los Alamos or with the predicted effusion rate based on the vapor pres sure 
of americium metaL Further work is in progress to try to obtain good coatings 
of the metaL 

In the course of the work on americium metal production it was ob-
, served that occasionally a metallic-looking, brittle product was obtained which 
was face-centered cubic, a = 5.05 A~ Some evidence indicated that this product 
resulted when oxygen might have been present in the system due to re-use of 
the Ta crucible and Ta induction shield. It was believed that this might be 
AmO, therefore experiments were carried out to identify it more exactly, and 
to produce and identify americium nitride, which would be expected to have a 
similar structure. 

The crystal structure of AmO is reported to be fcc a = 4. 96 A~ but 
this work was based oh a small, impure sample and there is considerable 

---"doubt about the value of the lattice constant. Recent mass- spectrometer work 
by W. A. Chupka, M. G. Ingram, and R. F. Porter has shomn that the major 
species above La203 at 1650 to 1900°K are La+ and Lao+. 2 Work on the 
vaporization of Nd 20 3 from a Knudsen cell by Goldstein, Walsh, and D. Whi~e 
is in agreement with the supposition that the major species are Nd and NdO. 
In the latter case no attempt was made to collect the effusing species. We 
have heated Nd203 in a Ta crucible system and collected the effusing species 
on a Ta wire. Powder patterns corresponding to a fcc structure, a = 5.09 JQ, 
were obtained. This is in good agreement with the lattice constant of 5.07 .R 
reported by Ellinger for NdO. 4 We have also heated Am203 with varying 
~mo~:r:J.t§ of La and obtained fcc patterns with a= 5.05 A9, This lattice constant 
:ts· i:kagreement with that of a nonmetallic product obtained by the reduction of 
AmF3 with Li while trying to make Am metaL Since the lattice constant of 
AmN has been established (see below}, this presents some evidence for a 
lattice constant for AmO of 5. 0 5 it instead of the older value of 4. 96 .R. 

Americium mononitride, AmN, was prepared by the action of ammonia 
or nitrogen gas upon americium hydride. The crystal structure of the AmN 
was investigated by x-ray analysis. 

About 100 f.Lg of pure americium metal, prepared by lithium metal 
reduction of the trifluoride, was placed in a quartz capillary and evacuated. 
Purified hydrogen, which was admitted at a pressure of about 450 mm Hg 
through heated palladium tubing, was allowed to react with the americium 
metal at temperatures of 300 to 350°C. The product was a black voluminous 
powder. 

2 . 
J. Chem. Phys. 24, 792 (1956), 

3 
R. Goldstein, P. W. Walsh, and D. White, AFOSR-TN-58-219. 

4
F. H. Ellinger, The Crystal Structure of Neodymium Metal and of Neodymium 

Monoxide, AECU-2593, 1953, 
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After removal of excess hydrogen, the capillary was cooled with 
CO -butyl-alcohol bath. Ammonia gas, dried by distillation from sodium 
mefal, was introduced and condensed onto the hydride. The .capillary was 
then heated gradually to 800°C and kept at that temperature for 1 hr. After 

~--= ___ _je..._:v_a_c_u.ation and cooling to room temperature, the capillary was sealed off 
for x-ray investigations. The resulting material appeared black, compact, and 
l;>rittle. 

The powder patterns, investigated by using Cu Ka radiation and a 
4.5-cm radium camera, was indexed as fcc, a= 5.002 ±0.005. 

An attempt to prepare the americium mononitride by. action of 
nitrogen gas insteadof ammonia gas was also successful. Nitrogen gas, 
purified by passage over activated copper and then through a dry ice bath, 
was introduced onto the americium hydride, which was then heated to 750°C 
for l hr. The product showed the same appearance and x-ray pattern as 
that which was prepared with ammonia gas. 

SEPARATION OF PROT ACTINIUM FROM ITS DAUGHTERS 
Ra, Th, Bi, Rn, and Po BY ION EXCHANGE 

Ru-Tao Kyi 

The adsorption of protactinium by. anion-exchange resins has been 
studied by Kraus and Moore. They studied the distribution of protactinium 
between hydrochloric acid solutions of the different concentrations and the 
anion-exchange resin Dowex A-1, and showed that at 8 ·M and higher con
centrations of hydrochloric acid protactinium is adsorbed by the resin. The 
adsorbed protactinium can then be washed with a large volume of 8 M or 
higher concentrations of hydrochloric acid without eluting the protactinium. 
But the addition of a very small amount of HF to the HCl eluant causes 
protactinium to be rapidly desorbed from the column ... Kraus and Moore 
utilized this characteristic to separate protactinium from niobium and 
tantalum, since these elements are eluted much more slowly by HCl-HF 
eluant than is protactinium. 

The sample solution contained 8 mg of Pa 
231 

of fhich 3o/o by wei.>ght 
was niobium and 5o/o aluminum. In order to separate Pa 2 1 from these 
elements, the anion-exchange method of Kraus and Moore was adopted. An 
experiment was first made to ascertain the eluting time for protactinium. 
Aluminum was separated by eluting first with 9 M H;£1, which leaves Nb and 
Pa on the column. These elements were then eluted with 9 M HCl-0.04 M HF. 
No activity due to Pa 2 31 is expected in the 9 M HCl effluent-:-. After counting the 
plates I found, besides the expected peak in the HCl-HF effluent, another peak 
in the 9 M HCl effluent. About 74% of the total activity is in the HCl-HF; 
the remaTning activity is found in the unexpected peale As the activity of 
the original solution captained 20 to 30% of daughter activity, plates were 
made of the activities at the two peaks for pulse analysis. The result shows 
that the HCl-HF effluent peak is due only to Pa 231 , while the other peak is 
due to its daughter activity. These results are shown below. Thus, this 
procedU,re can be used to separate Pa23 1 from Ra, Rn, Th, Bi, and Po. 
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Experimental Procedure 

The ion .. exchange column is built from a polystyrene plastic tube of 
6 mm diameter and polyethylene washing bottle tips, to avoid the reaction of 
HF with glass and adsorption of protactinium ·on the glass walls.· Teflon 
shavings are used instead of glass wool at the tip ·of the column. The 200-400 
mesh Dowex A-1 anion-exchange resin, previously washed by conductivity 
water and then 9 M HC 1, is packed to 9 em high. The flow rate is about 
0.6 ml/cm2/min.-

Th . . 1 1 . . 8 P 231 . 3 3 1 f 8 N HC 1 e or1g1na so utlon conta1ns mg a 1n m o 
plus 0. 5 N HF. One hundred micrograms of protactinium was transferred 
to a platinum dish, 9 M HCl added, and the solution evaporated to dryness. 
The n'e'.sid\1-e was dissolved in 1 ml of 9 M HCl and evaporated again to dryne-ss. 
The final residue was redissolved in lrnl 9 M HCl. From this 1 ml of solution, 
lOX. was added to the top of the resin, followed by a few mm of additional resin 

'previously washed with 9 M HCl. The elution was carried out with 5 ml of 
9\MHCl, followed by 10 mlof 9 M HCl-0.04 M HF mixture. The effluents 
were collected for 2-minute periods in plastic-cones and a 50- X. sample was 
taken from each cone for radioactive assay. The two::plates having the 
maximum activity were used for pulse analysis. 

Results 

Figure 26 shows the peaks in the two effluents. Plate No. 5 from 
the first peak and No. 30 from the second peak were taken for pulse analysis. 
Results are shown in Figs. 27.'. and 29. Figures 28 and 30 are for energy 
standards. · 
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Fig. 26. Separation of activity on Dowex A-1 anion-exchange 
resin. 
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Fig. 28. Energy calibration for amplifier setting 885-8-550. 
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Straight line, for calibration of different channels, 
from Fig. 30. 
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From the Table of Isotopes, the decay series of Pa 
231 

can be shown to be 
as follows. 

91 Pa 
Pa231 

(3X I04 y) 

90Th l ~05 Mev 

8 
.·Ac 227 

Ac 
9 {21.6y) 

88Ra l a lo/o 4.94 
' . . 

87Fr 
Fr223 

(22m) 

80Rn J a 5.34 
4X lo- 3% 

85At 
At219 

1 
a6.27 

84Po 

83l3i 
Bi215 

(8m) 

82Pb 

81Tl 

~ 99o/o 

Th227 

(19d) 

J a 6.04 

Ra223 

...!7{lld) 

l a 5. 71 

Rn219 

(3. 92s) 

a. 6.8 At 215. ~ 
· (lo- 4sec) 

{l0- 3s) . ~(0.5s) 

J 
d. 7. 36 --------- . 
9 9 +% B. 211 7 .4 

~ 1" 

..-----f3I:~3 9 (2.09m) 

Pb211 l 6 62 a. . ______.-::7 Pb 2 0 7 
(36m) ____...-: , , ~ 

Tl207 ~1.45 

From a comparison of the a.-particle energies found for the peaks in Fig. 27, 
it is determined that the pulse-analysis peaks are due to Ra, Th, Bi, Rn, and 
Po. 

Pa 
231 

has different modes of a. decay, so that it has different a.
particle energies from 5.05 to 4.66, The small peak in Fig. 29 is thought 
to be due to another mode of decay. 
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CRYSTALS OF RUBIDIUM AND AJv1MONIUM URANYL NITRATES 

Harris E. Phipps* 

. Crystr,ls of Rb~2(N03 )3 more than 1 em in 2~~meter and containing 
IV 4~J.g of Pu 2 9 as Pu9l: have I>een grown. The Pu sc;(t was oxidized 
with ozone to the PuOzt' state, as shown by testing for Pu+ with·:::HF and 
LaF3 . However, it was reduced back to the +4 state within two days even 
in the presence of 8 ~ HN03 , presumably by a peroxide formed in ozonization. 
Oxidation of the hot, nearly saturated solution of RbU02(N03)3 with about 1 jJ.g 
of Pu239 per ml present was done with NaBi03 and the solution heated for 
about 3 hours. All the bromine color disappeared in about an hour. This 
solution was then cooled, and divided between several new, clean, scratch
free beakers. Each beaker was seeded with one or two tiny well-formed 
crystals of the salt and then placed in a desiccator containing cone. HzS04 
and a dish of NaOH pellets and allowed to stand. All sinall crystals were 
removed at least every other day and the selected seed crystal (no more than 
one_,or two per beaker) was returned and crystallization continued. The 
solubility of the Rbuo 2 (N03) 3 is about 140 g per liter. 

It was soon found that the NaOH was not needed in the desiccator, 
for the cone. H 2so4 took up an appreciable amount of HN03. With the 
NaOH present the acid concentration in the rubidium uranyl nitrate solution 
changed from 8 to 5 M in a week, while without the NaOH pellets it changed 
from 8 to 10 M in a month. 

Crystals of N~4 U02 (N03 ) more than ~.5 em in dia~eter have b~en 
grown bY. the same techn1que, but not-o;;so far--Wlthout the Pu 9, Accord1ng 
to Groth 1 there are two crystalline forms of this salt: a rhombic bipyramidal 
form isomorphous with the K+ salt, and a trigonal form isomorphous with the 
Rb+ and Cf?+ salts. X-ray pictures are now being made to determine to which 
sy.Stem our crystals belong. 

I wish to acknowledge the help and suggestions of Drs. John Rasmussen 
and Burris Cunningham. 

* On leave from Eastern Illinois University. 
1 

Groth, Chemische Krystallographie, 2, 150-51 ( 1908). 
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THE -SUaLIMATION OF PLUTONIUM TETRAFLUORIDE 

Rene Berger, Tino Gaum~nn, and Burris B. Cunnihgham 

The sublimation of plutonium tetrafluoride has been studied in other 
laboratories,. and it has been stated that a. disproportionation occurs during 
this change of phase. Some experiments have now been done in this laborat()ry 
in order to verify these phen~men.a . 

. These experiments wer.e carried out in a vacuum of 10-6 to lo-7 mm 
of Hg over the temperature range 600° to ll00°C and over the time range 
30 sec to 20 min. 

·Under these conditions, it was found that at temperatures lower than 
600°C, plutonium tetrafluoride is stable, Its sublimation was detectable from 
675°C and was s~udied until ll00°C; plutonium trifluoride was found to be 
stable over this temperature range. 

The weight loss of a sampie of PuF 4 in a crucible was found to be 
proportional to the temperature and to the size of the orifice of the crucible. 
This rate was linearly proportional to the time and was in rough agreement 
with the published PuF 4 vapor pre~sures. ·-

It is possible to sublime the whole sample of plutonium tetrafluoride, 
but under certain conditions a residue of PuF 

3 
remains. The plutonium -

fluoride sublimate is easily collected on surfaces close to the crucible 
(2 to 10 mm away). Experiments were carried out successfully with platinum, 
tantalum, and glass collection surfaces. In all cases the deposit collected on 
thermally hot surfaces was found to be plutonium trifluoride. · The efficiency 
of collection on a cold surface is lower and the product obtained appeared not 
to. be well crystal~ized, as evidenced by the absence of x-ray diffraction lines. 
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NUCLEAR QUADRUPOLE RESONANCES OF ACTINIDE CHLORIDES 

Allan H. Reddoch 

The chlorine nuclear quadrupole resonance of ThCl ·has been found 
and its frequency measured at several temperatures. The fri\lowing results 
have been obtained: 

Temperature Frequency (Me) Frequency ratio 

liq. N 2 
dry ice 

0°C 

25.3°C 

5.9181 

5. 9202 

5~ 9199 

5.9193 

The accuracy is about 0.0003 Me. 

4.6645 1. 2687 5 

The ratio of the two frequencies at liquid nitrogen'ternperature 
confirms the assignment of the frequencies to the two isotopes. This ratio 
is essentially the ratio of the quadrupole moments of the isotopes and is 
found to have values ranging from 1. 2682 to l. 2690, 1 depending on the en
vironment. The signal-to-noise ratio decreased at higher temperatures and 
it was not possible to measure the Cl37 at these temperatures. 

35 . 
O~ly one Cl line was found, as would be expected from the crystal 

structure. · 

By use of the theory of Townes and Dailey, 
3 

which allows for 15% 
s hybridization of the chlorine orbitals used in the bond, the Th-Cl bond is 
found to be about 13% covalent or 87% ionic. Taking 1.4 as the difference in 
electronegativity of the two elements, one finds that the compound falls very 
close to the curve rela¥ng ionicity to electronegativity difference proposed 
by Townes and Dailey. · · . . 

The high ionicity found here is consistent with the physical properties 
of the compound, such as its fairly high melting point and its appreciable 
electrical conductivity at the melting point. · 

It has been suggested on the basis of the crystal structure of the 
compound that it is predominantly covalent. 4 The etructure of the solid 
involves a tetrahedral distortion of a square plane and is certainly not a 
purely ionic coordination struCture. Some covalency must be present, but 

1 
T. C. Wang, Phys. Rev. 99, 566 (1955). 

2 . 
. R. C. L. Mooney, Acta Cryst. ~· 189 (1949); 
3

B. P. Dailey and C. H. Townes, J. Chern. Phys. 23, 118 (1955). 
4 

W. H. Zachariasen, The Actinide Elements N. N. E. S. 14A 
~ 
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apparently it does not require much covalency to distort the coordination 
structure. In the vapor phase the molecule does have a true tetrahedral 
structure. 5 · 

The temperature dependence of the resonance frequency of ThC1 4 
is unusual. In most compounds the frequency decreases about a kilocycle 
per °C rise, owing to torsional oscillations of the molecule andto lattice 
expansion. In ThC1 4 the frequency has a maximum at about dry ice 
temperature and has a maximum change of about 20 cps per °C in the range 
of the measurements. This behavior should be compared with that of '¥"Cl 6 ; 6 
in which the frequency rises about a kc per°C, and with that of TiBr4 , in 
which the frequency also has a maximum and the rate of change is somewhat 
greater than with ·ThC1 4 . It has been suggested that intermolecular effects 
may be responsible for this behavior, 7 but no useful theory has yet been 
advanced. It is interesting that these three compounds all appear to be 
fairly ionic. 

A sample of NbC1 5 provided by Dr. Robert Elson of Lawrence 
93 

Radiation Laboratory, Livermore has been examined for resonances. Nb 
has a nuclear spin of I = 9/2 and should have four resonance lines corresponding 
to the transitions .6-MI = 1. These lines have been found and are given below . 

Transition Frequency, 24.5 ° c (lyLe r. : . ) , ;frequency, liq. N
2 

temp. (Me) . . _) 

<' 

observed calculated observed calculated 

1/2 - 3/2 5.4229 5.42286 5. 7154 5.71542 
3/2- 5/2 6.0621 6.06815 6.0516 6.05133 
5/2- 7/2 9. 5612 9.56127 9.5466 9.54663 
7/2- 9/2 12.9032 12.90330 12.9132 12.91339 

eqQ 78.0809 78.2604 
11 0.32249 0.34974 

The calculated frequencies are based on the two parameters eqQ 
and 11 , which were in turn derived from a least-squares fit of the observed 
frequencies. ·Solutions of the secular equationS were found with the aid of 
the IBM 650. The observed and calculated frequencies agree to within the 
experimental error of 0.0003'Mc. These measurements were made with a 
Pound- Watkins spectrometer. 

5
M. W. Lister and L. E. Sutton,. Trans. Faraday Soc. 32.!_ 393 {1941). 

6 
R. P. Hamlen and W. S. Koski, J. Chem. Phys . .25, 360 (1956). 

7 
R. G. Barnes and R. D. Engardt, J. Chem. Physo 29, 248 (1958). 

8 
M.H. Cohen,.Phys. Rev. 96, 1278 {1954). 
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According to Cohen's calculations, 8 two .6.M = 2 transitions should be 
observed because ofthe large asymmetry parameter. By using a Dean 
superregenerative spectrometer three such transitions were seen, correspond
ing to the M1 changes, '1/2-5/2, 3/2-7/2, and 1/2-7/2. ·This is believed to 
be the first time a .6.M = 3 transition has been observed in the solid state. 
Cohen 1 s calculations of transition probabilities were extended to cover all 
possible transitions between the five energy levels. The opserved intensities 
agree qualitatively with the calculated transition probabilities and it is not 
likely that the remaining three possible transitions will be observed with the 
present equipment. 

The strongest of the .6.M = 2 transitions was s~en very weakly with 
the Pound..: Watkins spectrometer. Its frequency was measured at room 
temperature and found to be 11.486 ±0.002 Me. This agrees well. with the value 
obtained from the above parameters of 11.4847 Me. The other lines were 
too weak to measure. The values of eqQ and T] are too large to be due to 
purely ionic point charges around the niobium. However, purely ionic bonding 
is not to be expected in this case. 

A pair of lines due to the isotopes c1
35 

and c1
37 

has been found with 
the frequencies 13.09 and 10.32 Me, respectively, at room temperature. 
From the crystal structure of NbC 15 three pairs of chlorine lines would be 
expected, 9 but so far no others have been found up to 40 Me. Two of the 
three pairs might be expected to lie close together with the third pair due to 
the chlorine atoms bridging the dimer Nb4 c1 10 , lying appreciably lower in 
frequency. The observed resonances are probably due to these bridging 
atoms. If so the frequency suggests appreciable covalency. 

Recently a single resonance at about 13.6 Me at room temperature 
has been found in a sample of TaC1 5 obtained from Dr. Horning of the Stauffer 
Chemical Co. of Richmond. This line ~ay correspond to the C135 line at 
13.09 Me found in NbCl5. If so it is further evidence of the chemical 
similarity of these compounds. 

9A. Zalkin and D. E. Sands, Acta Cryst. 11, 615 (1958). 
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TRANSCURIUM ISOTOPES: PRODUCTION AND EXPERIMENTS 

Llad Phillips,. Raymond C. Gatti, andStanley·G. Thompson 
<' 

Irradiated Pu and Cm sources from the MTR were processed to 
obtain about 10 micrograms of Cf and about 50 rilillimicrograms of E 253 The 
latter isotope is being purified in order to measure its magnetic susceptibility 
by means of refined apparatus of· the type used to: measure the magnetic 
susceptibility of Bk and .Cf last year. · 

We had difficulty in shielding against neutrons from the large Cf 
source, and new remote-handling methods must be developed in order to 
continue work with present Cf sources and larger sources that will be produced 
in the future. 
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ENERGY LEVELS OF URANIUM AND THULIUM 

U(V) 

A paper has been submitted to the Journal of Chemical Physics: 
John G. Conway, The Absorption Spectrum of UE4 and the Energy Levels of 
U(V). 

Tm{IV) 

John B. Gruber and John G. Conway 

The first of three reports has been issued, This report covers the 
electrostatic calculations and briefly shows the agreement of published data 
and these calculations :3 The second report will deal with experimental work 
on. the spectra of Tm+ ions in solids. The materials being studied are 
the ethyl sulfate, the anhydrous chloride in lanthanum chloride, and the 
hydrated chloride .. The third report will treat the crystal-field calculations 
and compare them with the experimental results. 

U(IV) 

John G. Conway 

The intermediate field calculations have been run on the IBM-650 
and the results plotted. These calculations point out a need for additional 
experimental information. The crystals being studied are UC13 in LaC1 3 , 
UC1 3 in GdC1 3 , and UF3 in CaF2. 

THE ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF Np(VI) IN A RbU0 2(N0
3

)3 MATRIX 

John D. Axe 

. ++ Much. of the optical and magnetic properties of the neptunyl ion 
{Np02 ) should arise from a single unpaired electron (presumably a 5f 
electron) to a large extent localized about the central Np ion and influenced 
to some degree by the axially symmetric field of the oxygen ligands. A 
preliminarY, treatment assuming this model has been presented by Eisenstein 
and Pryce. 1 In particular, the above author.s cited the weak bands seen in 
solution spectra from about 15,000 cm-1 to about 24,000 cm- 1 (where intense 
absorption sets in) as due to transitions between a <1>±5/2 ground state and two 
excited states (6±3/2 and 6±5/2>· This assignment requires a ligand field 
interaction much larger than tne spin-orbit coupling and allows only one lower
lying electronic state (<!>±7 ; 2>. which should be at about 4000 cm-1. Although 
this choice of parameters allows reasonable agreement with existing magnetic 
data, the broadness of the bands and lack of corroborating Zeeman or 
p~larization data on them leaves something to be desired, and Jqrgensen 
has expressed the belief that the assignment is incorrect and that the ligand 
field interaction is indeed considerably smaller, 2 

I J. C. Eisenstein and M. H. L. Pryce, Proc. Roy. Soc. A229, 20 (1955}. 
2 II 

Chr, Klixbull J~rgensen, Acta Chem .. Scand. 11, 166 {1957), 
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In the hope of clarifying this situation, single crystals of uniaxial 
Rb U02(N03) 3 doped with several percent Np(VI) have been prepared and 
absorption-photographed throughout the visible and near-ultraviolet regions 
with a dispersion of about 5 A/rnrn. At liquid N2 temperatures the broad band 
system resolves into a complex system of rather broad lines. Beginning at 
about 16,100 crn- 1 and continuing into the uranium absorption, which sets in at 
21.300 ern -1, more than 50 lines are clearly resolvable. Severa 1 vibrational 
patterns are discernible, spacings of 270 crn-1 and 7 35 ern -1 being repeated 
frequently. Polarization of the lines is nearly complete, the polarization being 
predominantly with the electric vector perpendicular to the c axis of the 
crystaL Lowering the temperature to that of liquid hydrogen or liquid helium 
sharpens the lines appreciably, but no pronounced change in spectra is observed, 
and in particular there is no indication of depopulation of low-lying levels 
in going from 770K to 40K. 

The effect of a 40,000-gauss magnetic field on the lines was studied 
at liquid hydrogen temperatures. Nith the magnetic field perpendicular 
to the c axis no splitting was observed. With the magnetic field parallel 
to the c axis only three of the observed lines showed any splitting. If all the 
observed lines arose from electronic levels or vibronic satellites of electronic 
levels of the type described by Eisenstein and Pryce, we should expect them 
all to be split equally in a magnetic field along the c axis. (For example, 
gil = 2 (Lz + 2Sz) should be approximately 2 and 6 for the 0±3/2 and 

6±5/2 states respectively). Our data, although rough because of imperfect 
orientation of the crystals in the field, definitely preclude this type of behavior. 
In fact, the characteristics of these lines are more closely ~D:alogous to the 
complex pattern exhibited by the uranyl ion at slightly shorter wave length, 
the origin of which is still somewhat obscure but presumably due to a charge
transfer mechanism. 

The near infrared spectra seem also to be more cornple~ than 
expected. In the region investigated, between 5,000 and 10,000 crn-1, there 
are at least five absorption bands at liquid nitrogen temperatures, all of 
relatively low intensity. Unambiguous interpretation of these bands is 
difficult since at present there is no evidence whether some or all are 
"Vibronic" in character. Calculations have been made by simultaneous 
diagonalization of spin-orbit and linear ligand perturbations, but the crudeness 
of the assumed potential and the large number of adjustable parameters seem 
to make this approach of little value at present. · 
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X-RAY STUDY OF SOLID AMMONIA 

Ivar {)lovs son and David H. Templeton 

~ By powder and single-crystal x-ray studies,.· solid ammonia is found 
to be cubic, space group 02 1 3, with~= 5.084 A at -196° for ordinary 
ammonia and 5.073 A for deutero-ammonia. The nitrogen parameter is 
0.0401 for positions x,x,x; etc. Hydrogen atoms are at 0.85, 0.14, 0.99; etc. 
Each hydrogen atom is in a weak hydrogen bond, but is appreciably off the 
axis of that bond. A full account of this work is in press in Acta Crystallographica. 

CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF HYDROGEN PEROXIDE DEHYDRATE 

Ivar Olovsson and David H. Templeton 

The crystal structure of H 20 · 2~H20 has been determined by 
single-crystal x-ray diffraction at -19~oc;. ~ The crystals are monoclinic, 
space group C2/c, with a = 8.038 ±0.003 A, b = 9.479 ±:0.004 A, 
c = 4.51±0.01 A, (3 = 12f0 20 1 , Z = 4. Peroxide oxygen is at 0.9909, 0.1813, 
0.0760; etc. Water oxygen is at 0.2982, 0.0824, 0.2877; etc. All hydrogen 
atoms are involved in hydrogen bonds. 

CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF CIS-1, 2-DICHLOROBENZOCYCLOBUTENE 

George L. Hardgrove and David. H. Templeton 

An earlier determination at room temperature of the crystal 
structure of cis-1, 2-dichlorobenzocyclobutene was not as accurate as desired 
because of large thermal Viibrations of the atoms. The work has been re
peated at -195°C with much better results. The crystals are monoclinic, 
space group P2 1/c, with ~ = 8.48 ±0.01 A, ~ = 10.95 ±0.02 A, ~ = 8.56 ±0.02 A, 
(3 = 110°56 1 ±4 1 • The structure consists of molecular packing of molecules. 
The bond lengths within the molecule are shown in Fig. 31. 
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Fig. 31. Bond distances of a Cis-1, 2-dichlorobenzocyclobutene 
molecule. 
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GENERAL CHEMISTRY 

Leo Brewer, Robert E. Connick, and Kenneth S. Pitzer in charge 

Metals and High-Temperature Thermodynamics 

SPECTROSCOPIC STUDIES OF c 2 AND C 3 

John Engelke and Leo Brewer 

This work has been completed and presented in UCRL reports. 1 

Papers are now being written up for journal publication. 

The spectral features have been analyzed and thermodynamic 
properties· of the carbon gaseous species have been evaluated. 

COMPILATION OF THERMODYNAMICS DATA ON GASEOUS OXIDES 

Mallasetty S. Chandrasekharaiah, Elizabeth Brackett,. and Leo Brewer 

Free 2energy functions for gaseous MO and M02 molecules have 
been reported in UCRL-8713 and. UCRL-8736. Evaluation of dissociation 
energies of these molecules is proceeding. 

A new value of the dissociation energy of s2 has been determined. 

ABSOLUTE- LIFETIME APPARATUS 

Robert Berg, Fred Stafford, and Leo Brewer 

Work is continuing on iodine. An absorption coefficient has been 
obtained for I 2 which confirms low lifetime values for iodine. 

10scar Krikorian, .. High-Temperature Studies. L Reactions of theRe
fractory Silicides with Carbon and with .Nitrogen. II. Thermodynamic 
Properties of the Carbides. III. Heat of Formation of the 3 State of c 2 
from Graphite (Thesis), UCRL- 2888, April 1955; TTu 

William T. Hicks, Spectroscopy of High-Temperature Systems (Thesis), 
UCRL-3696, Feb. 1957; 

John L. Engelke, High-Temperature Studies of the c 3 Molecule (Thesis), 
UCRL-87 27, April 1959. 

2
L. Brewer and M.S. Chandrasekaraiah, Free-Energy Functions for Gaseous 

Monoxides,. UCRL-8713, April 1959; 
M.S. Chandrasekaraiah and L. Brewer, Free-Energy Functions for Some 

M0 2 Oxides, UCRL~8736, April 1959. 
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,Theoretic·al.Studies · 

ELECTRONIC STATES OF c 3 MOLECULE 

Enrico Clementi and Kenneth S. Pitzer 

Work is in progress. Study on the mechanism associated with 
emission of c

3 
radical in labom. tory and astrophysical sources {in progress). 

INTERACTION OF TWO MOLECULES WITH A SURFACE 

Oktay Sinanoglu. 

The preliminary work previously reported
3 

was carried out further. 
The ·additional interaction, as given by third-order perturbation theory, 
<,trising between two molecules owing to the presence of a physically adsorbing 
near-by surface has been related to the Vander Waals heat of adsorption of 
one molecule and the surface. The interaction is repulsive when two molecules 
are in a monolayer and attractive when they lie one on top of the other. The 
general theory has been applied to some rare gases adsorbed on various metal 
and insulator surfaces. The work is completed and will be reported in detail 
shortly. 

PAPERS AND REPORTS ISSUED 

Enr_ioo'~Cle·menti and Kenn:eth S. Pitzer, Polymer Carbon Molecules, pre
sented to the Annual Meeting of the National Academy of Sciences, April 1959, 
Washington,. D. C. {to be published soon in J. Phys. Chem. ). 

Enrico Clementi and Kenneth S. Pitzer, Electronic States of c 2 Molecule, 
{ready to be submitted for publication). 

Oktay Sinanoglu and Kenneth S. Pitzer, Equation of State and Thermodynamic 
Properties of Gases at High Temperature. I. Diatomic Molecules, 
UCRL-8685, March 1959. 

3
0ktay Sinanoglu, in Chemistry Division Semiannual Report, UCRL-8618, 

Jan. 1959, p. 99. 
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I n o r g a ri i. c · C h e m i s t r y 

RUTHENIUM STUDIES 

. Dwight Fine and Robert E Connick 

Investigation of chloride complexes of ruthenium (III) is being 
continued. Jdentification of a neutral species as RuG 13 had been reported 
previously. A second neutral species has been separated and identified; 
this species also has the formula Ru~J 

3
. Identification was accom_plished by 

freezing-point-lowering experiments and by analytical determination of the 
:number of chlorides per ruthenium. The two neutral species are presumed 
to be isomeric octahedral complexes; they are distinguishable by their 
ultraviolet absorption spectra. Two anionic complexes showing spectra 
analogous to the spectra of the RuC1 2+ isomers identified in previous work 
have been. separated .. Equilibrium and decomposition studies aimed at shedding 
light on configurations of the various pairs of isomers are in progress. 

SPECIESIN REFLUXED CHROMIC PERCHLORATE SOLUTIONS 

James Finholt and Robert E. Connick 

.Difficulties involved in charge-per-species experiments mentioned 
in the preceqing semiannual report have been. overcome. A charge-per-species 
value has been determined for each of the two polymeric chromium (III) species 
previously isolated from refluxed chromic nitrate or chromic perchlorate 
solutions. The blue species has a charge of +4, the green species a charge 
of +5. 

Work has also been done on the equilibrium distribution of species in 
chromic perchlorate systems. A series of experiments was run in which 
ionic strength, total chromium concentration, and. temperature were held 
constant while the acidity was varied between pH 2 and pH 3. These experi
ments are not quite finished. 

STIBINE 

Ladislav H. Berka and' William L. Jolly 

The study of the preparation of stibine, by the reaction of aqueous 
borohydride with Sb(III), was completed. The highest yield obtained (based 
on BH4 -, assmming 3BH

4
- ) 4 SbH

3
) was 23.6%. 

The vaoor pressure of stibine was measured at six different tempera-
~ 0 . 

tures from -95 to -22 C. A vapor pressure-temperature equation was 
derived which represents the data. Temperature equations for the ..6.~, ..6.H0 , 

. and ..6.S0 of vaporization were also derived. 

4
Dwight Fine, in Chemistry Division Semiannual Report, UCRL-8367, 

July 1958 p. 95. 
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BIARSINE 

Leon Burright and William L, Jolly 

A modified dew-point method is being used to determine the vapor 
pressure of a volatile arsenic hydride, probably biarsine. An investigation 
of the decomposition of biarsine is being made to establish whether the hydride 
produced has a constant composition. 

INTERNAL ROTATION IN MOLECULES. 

Tad Beckman and Kenneth S. Pitzer 

·Experimental work toward the evaluation of rotation barriers was 
temporarily halted during necessary repairs and alterations on the Perkin
Elmer infared spectrometer (12c). 

The general problem of internal rotation was considered with the 
cooperation of Dr, Enrico Clementi. It was found that a simple model of 
Coulomb forces among the electrons and nuclei of the hydrogens in ethane 
could explain an internal rotation barrier of the magnitude found experi
mentally. It is not unlikely that barriers in other molecules can be calculated 
similarly. ·More detailed and rigorous. treatment of ethane is planned. 

INFRARED SPECTRA OF METAL-AMMONIA SOLUTIONS 

Enrico Clementi and Kenneth S. Pitzer 

Work is in progress. 

NMR STUDIES OF HYDROGEN BONDING 

Jefferson C. Davis, Jr., and Kenneth S, Pitzer 

The chemical shifts of the monomeric and the dimeric species of 
benzoic, formic, and acetic acids in benzene have been calculated rl"r.ofucc'c 
nuclear magnetic resonance data at several concentrations and temperatures. 
The monomer shifts appear to be strongly temperature-dependent, going to 
lower fieldsat higher temperatures, This may be an indication of association 
of the monomers with the solvent. The dimer shifts are at a considerably 
lower field than the monomer, but in the pure acids, the shifts are at a 
slightly higher field than the dimers, This may be caused by overlap of the 
carbonyl-oxygen unbonded electrons with the proton. This possibility is being 
investigated by examination of the shifts in compounds in which the 0. , . 0 
distance is very small, as in maleic acid and Ni-dimethyl glyoxime, and in 
the FHF- ion, which is known to be linear and symmetrical. These temperature 
studies are also being extended to solutions of various alcohols in CC 14 . 
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MAGNETIC-RESONANCE STUDIES OF METALS IN METAL HALIDES 

Judith Brown and Kenneth So Pitzer 

Apparatus has been designed and constructed for a high-temperature 
study of solutions of metals in metal halides by ESR. The Pb-Pbiz system 
is being investigated, but no detectable paramagnetism has been observedo 

Also, some preliminary work has been c,arried out in preparation 
for a study of the Knight shift in Ca in liquid NH3 solutions by NMRo 

PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE 

Rollie J. Myers, Norman Edelstein, Larry R. Doyle, and Robert G. Hayes 

The experiments on impurity centers in calcite are continuingo As 
a preliminary to gaseous OH work, the conditions for the observation of the 
resonance of H atoms have been establishedo Using only a mild discharge 
and relatively low pumping speed we find that it is necessary to use wet 
hydrogeno This is in agreement with the classical work on hydrogen atoms. 

NMR SPECTRA OF SOME MOLECULAR COMPLEXES 

Juana Acrivos 

The 60-Mc NMR spectrometer is finally.working pr.:operly. The 
field instabilitgr, which was the most persistent problem,, is now less than 
one part in 10 for t ~ 2 minutes. Better performance is being sought by 
taking the rna gnet power suppliers out of the laboratoryo 

The study of the chemical shifts in molecular complexes and 
acetylacetone chelates is being completed, as well as the determination of the 
sign of the proton"""unpaired-electron contact hyperfine coupling constant of 
stable free radicals in solution. 

STUDY OF HYDROGEN BONDING IN ALIPHATIC ALCOHOLS BY 
NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY 

Jefferson Co Davis, Jro, CoN. R .. Rao,. and· Kenneth S. Pitzer 

The equilibrium constants of dimerization of ethyl alcohol have .been 
found to be smaller in benzene solutions than in carbon tetrachloride solutions. 
The enthalpy of hydrogen bonding of ethyl alcohol in carbon tetrachloride 

. solu,tions has. been found to be about 7.6 kcal/mole, which is in- agreement with 

.the results of an earlier infrared investigation. The value of the enthalpy is 
·considerably larger in benzene solutions ( rv 9 kcal/mole). Temperature-
coefficient studies. of the hydrogen bonding in methyl alcohol, i""propyl alcohol, 
and t-butyl alcohol are still in progress. · -
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HEAT CAPACITY OF SOLID HYDROGEN UNDER PRESSURE 

William Orttung and Kenneth S. Pitzer 

The apparatus for the experiments described previously (UCRL-8618, 
p. 105) ,has been designed andis now in the process of construction. 

LOW-TEMPERATURE HEAT CAPACITY OF SILVER OXIDE 

Roger Gerkin and Kenneth S. Pitzer 

This work has been completed and a report is being written. 

STUDIES IN THE SOLID-STATE CHEMISTRY OF SILVER OXIDE 

Kenneth S. Pitzer, C. N. R. Rae and Lawrence V. Gregor 

Dissociation of silver oxide below 100°C appears to be negligible 
or niL The lattice parameter of silver oxide does not vary markedly with 
temperature, .even up to 200°C. There is no evidence for the formation of 
solid solutions of silver in silver oxide, at least at 100°C. 

It has been possible to show, by a differential thermal-analysis 
study, that silver oxide prepared by the dehydration of the freshly precipitated 
oxide evolves a small quantity of heat (minimum calc: value of 100 cal per 
mole), when heated to about 2oooc. This is foundto be irreversl.ble. Such 
an exothermic reaction is not noticed in an annealed sample of silver oxide. 
The exothermic reaction is p'robably associated with the loss of imperfection 
in the crystals. However, there is no change in the lattice par~eter of the 
oxide after the exothermic reaction. This phenomenon does not appear to be 
unique to silver oxide alone, but seems to be present in other oxide systems 
too. 

There is considerable decrease in the x-ray line widths of silver 
oxide due to annealing .. Both the annealed and the unannealed samples fail 
to show any signals in their electron spin resonance spectra. 

THERMAL EFFECTS IN MgO and GaO 

Kenneth S. Pitzer and C. N. R. Rao 

The decomposition of magnesium and calcium hydroxides has been 
studied by differential thermal analysis .. Both the hydroxides exhibit large 

,,, 

·endothermic reaction peaks due to the decomposition of the hydroxides, ·" 
immediately following which are observed small exothermic reaction peaks. 
These exothermic reactions are irreversible and the heats of evolution are 
estimated to be of the order ~f 300 cal per mole. The crystal structure and 
pa;rameter of the oxides are not affected after the exothermic reactions. 
:Hdwever, measurements of the x-ray line widths of MgO seem to indicate 
that the lines become sharper when the oxide is heated past the exothermic 
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reaction temperature. A sample of MgO prepared by the decomposition of 
the hydroxide at 350° also shows the exothermic reaction peak. At present 
it is hard to say how much of-the heat evolved in the exothermic reaction is 
due to surface effects and how much is due to a disorder-order type of 
reaction. Since the exothermic reactions. take place in a relatively small 
temperature range· ( N 50°) and in a short time {5 min) it is possible that the 
main origin of the heat of evolution is in the lattice defects. 

LOW-TEMPERATURE HEAT CAPACITIES OF METALS 

Norman E .. Phillips 

· The heat capacity of cadmium has been measured between 0. 2 and 
1. 2°K in order to obtain the temperature dependence of the electronic heat 
capacity in .the superconducting state. 

The heat capacity of bismuth has been.measured between 0.1 and 
· 2. 0°K. The results permit a reliable evaluation of the very small contribution 
of the conduction electrons, which .is not possible from measurements· at 
higher temperatures, and also give the magnitude of the nuclear quadrupole 
coupling, constant. 

Measurements of the heat capacity of dilute solutions of gadolinium 
in lanthanum have been undertaken to obtain more information about the 
apparent existence of both superconductivity and ferromagnetism for certain 
compositions, The one sample on which meas.urements have been made 
(0. 3 to 4. 2°K) shows a super conducting transition above 1 °K and a heat
capacity anomaly which is apparently associated with the ordering of the 
gadolinium spins below l 0 K. . 

Heat-capacity measurements on the alkali metals at temperatures 
below 1 °K have been undertaken to obtain the density of states of the 
conduction electrons. 

HELIUM-3 CALORIMETER 

William H. Lien and Norman E. Phillips 

Construction of a calorimeter for the temperature range 0.3 to 
30°K has. continued. The apparatus is expec:tedto be ready for use within a 
few months. 
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CHEMICAL ENGINEERING (PROCESS CHEMISTRY) 

ZONE MELTING 

William R. Wilcox and C. R. Wilke 

Separation of crystalline organic materials is now being routinely 
.accomplished by zone melting. Molten zones are passed up through rods of 
material enclosed in glass tubes. In order to eliminate bubble accumulation 
in the zone, which would drastically alter the size of the zone during a run, a 
preliminary rapid pass is made with a zone to sweep gaseous material out 
without effecting a separation. 

·Qualitatively, results indicate that the separation is mass-transfer
controlled. Smaller tubes yield poorer separations, and the· perfection of the 
crystal grown has little or no effect on the separation. 

Runs are being made with naphthalene- beta naphthol and with 
naphthalene-benzoic acid-rnxitures at various. zone travel rates, zone s_izes, 
temperature gradients, and· tube sizes to determine quantitatively the effects 
of these variables. 

The differential equation for pure diffusional mass transfer in zone 
melting with constant distribution coefficient has been solved analytically. 
The result compares well with the computer-obtained re.sult reported in the 
precedihg progress report. 

The new cooled-roller apparatus (cooled drum freezing out material 
from a melt) has been completed. Naphthalene has been successfully frozen 
onto a 2-in. -diameter stainless steel drum and scraped off into a receiver. 
The freezing rate can be very closely controlled. This apparatus will now be 
tested for separation of the aforementioned mixtures. 

MULTICOMPONENT DISTILLATION STUDIES 
USING AN IBM-701 TWO-FRAME DIGITAL COMPUTER 

John H. Duffin, Donald N. Hanson, and, C. R. Wilke 

1 
This work has been completed as far as the .thesis is concerned, and 

general computer programs are being written for publication. These programs 
are for an IBM 650 and are debugged and checked out on the Berkeley computer. 
It is expected that approximately 15 such general programs will be written and 
checked; this will complete all work under the above title. 

1 John H. Duffin, Solution of Multistage Separation Problems by_-:, Using 
Digital Computers (Thesis), UCRL-8787, June 1959. 
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HEAT TRANSFER BETWEEN IM:r..1ISCIBLE FLUIDS 

Sidney B. Lang, Victor L. Ledesma, and C. R. Wilke 

A preliminary optimized design and a cost estimate of a multistage 
immiscible,..fluid heat-transfer process as applied to sea water conversion, 
have been made, based on the direct-contact heat-transfer coefficients 
previously obtained. Further study of the settling problem indicates that it 
can be subdivided into two m~jor portions, the ~ising or falling of drops of 
the discontinuous liquid- phase through the continuol!lls phase, and the coalescence 
of a drop with another drop or with a large mass of liquid at an interface. Future 
work on settling will be devoted to determination of the mechanism and rate 
of coalescence of a drop at an interface by various photographic techniques. 

CONDUCTIVITES OFT WO-PHASE MIXTURES 

Robert E. Meredith and Charles W. Tobias 

Work on this project is nearly completed and a report is being 
prepared. 2 

MASS TRANSFER AT HORIZONTAL SURFACES IN FREE CONVECTION 

Eugene J. Fenech and Charles W. Tobias 

This work has been completed and a report is being written. 

FORCED-CONVECTION BOILING IN TUBES 

Roger M. Wright, Robert Sani, and Leroy A. Bromley 

The conversion to electric resistance heating of the tubular boiling 
test section has been completed. This included replacement of the steam
jacketed boiling tube by a thin-walled stainless steel tube (0.015-in. wall, 
0. 75-in. o, d.) and installation of a 25-kva induction voltage regulator and 
transformer. Instrumentation for measuring and recording thermocouple 
outputs (with induced ac component} and pressure transducer outputs has 
been installed and calibrated. 

Currently data are being taken on both boiling and nonboiling conditions, 
and will continue through the summer months, covering a

2
range of Reynolds 

numbers up to 30,000 and heat fluxes to 100,000 Btu/hr ft . 

2
Robert E. Meredith, Studies on the Conductivities of Dispersions(Thesis), 

UCRL-8667, July 1959. 
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LIQUID-LIQUID EXTRACTION AND AGITATION: 
PERFORMANCE OFPACKED EXTRACTION COLUMNS 

Norman. Li, John E. Cotter, and Theodore Vermeulen 

Axial-mixing measurements in single-phase flow were extended into 
the turbulent-flow region (Reynolds numbers ZOO to 1000) for 1/Z-in. Raschig 
rings and 3/8-in. stoneware sp~eres. ~report on the earlier two-phase 
results has been completed and 1ssued. · 

In preparation for steady- state extraction studies under known 
conditions· of axial mixing, phase-equilibrium data have been obtained for 
the water-butyric-acid...,kerosene and water-acetic-acid-methyl-isobutyl
ketone systems at Z0° and Z5°C. 

On the theoretical side, equations have been developed for the 
effect of longitudinal dispersion· (axial mixing) in concurrent-flow systems, 
and numerical solutions of these equations have been obtained in tabular 
form by using the IBM-70 1 computer. A report on this subject is being 
prepared. 

· LIQUID DIFFUSION 

John Holmes,. Donald Olander, and C. R .. Wilke 

A study of the diffusion of a single solute into a mixed solvent of 
liquid hydrocarbons will be carried out with stirred diaphragm-type cells. 
A variable-speed stirring apparatus and a constant-temperature bath which 
hold twelve cells, have been constructed.· Experimental work will start in 
June. 

GAS-LIQUID PARTITION CHROMATOGRAPHY 

Jerry M. Robinson, C. R .. Wilke, and A. Acrivos 

Experimental determinations of Peclet numbers in a packed bed of 
glass spheres wilri:be made. The results will allow an evaluation of the 
simplifying assumptions used in a previous study of G. L. P. C. by R. H. Houston. 4 

If these assumptions are found to be invalid more stringent assumptions will 
be made and the resulting differential equations solved. 

3 
John E. Cotter, Longitudinal Dispersion in Packed Extraction Columns 

(Master 1 s: Thesis), UCRL-8658, Feb. 1959. 
4
Robert H. Houston, A Theory for Industrial Gas-Liquid Chromatographic 

·Columns (Thesis), UCRL-3817, April 1958. 

.. 



This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
m1ss1on, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or ~ontract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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